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Abstract
The CP symmetry is a fundamental discrete symmetry in chiral gauge the-
ory. Therefore this symmetry is expected to be kept also on the lattice. How-
ever, it has been pointed out by Hasenfratz that the chiral fermion action in
Lu¨scher’s formulation of lattice chiral gauge theory is not invariant under CP
transformation. In this thesis, we first review the method of constructing chi-
ral gauge theory on the lattice. Then we generalize the analysis of Hasenfratz
and show that CP symmetry is not manifestly implemented for the local and
doubler-free Ginsparg-Wilson operator under rather general assumptions for
chiral projection operators. We next calculate the fermion generating func-
tional and precisely identify where the effects of this CP breaking appear in
this formulation. We show that they appear in: (I) Overall constant phase
of the fermion generating functional. (II) Overall dimensionful constant of
the fermion generating functional. (III)Fermion propagator appearing in ex-
ternal fermion lines and the propagator connected to Yukawa vertices. The
first effect appears from the transformation of the path integral measure and
it is absorbed into a suitable definition of the constant phase factor for each
topological sector; in this sense there appears no “CP anomaly”. The second
constant arises from the explicit breaking in the action and it is absorbed
by the suitable weights with which topological sectors are summed. The last
one in the propagator is inherent to this formulation. This breaking emerges
as an (almost) contact term in the propagator when the Higgs field, which
is treated perturbatively, has no vacuum expectation value. In the presence
of the vacuum expectation value, however, a completely new situation arises
and the breaking becomes intrinsically non-local. This non-local CP breaking
is expected to persist for a non-perturbative treatment of the Higgs coupling.
The basics of lattice gauge theory are briefly summarized in Appendix.A.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Lattice gauge theory has been the most successful tool to calculate various
physical quantities in gauge theory in the strong coupling region since it was
proposed by Wilson in 1974 [1]. Lattice gauge theory is defined on a dis-
crete Euclidean space-time which provides a non-perturbative regularization
scheme. An ultra-violet cutoff is given by the inverse of the lattice spacing.
Lattice gauge theory in finite volume is also a good starting point for the
constructive quantum field theory, since neither ultra-violet divergences nor
infrared divergences exist there. An important feature of lattice gauge the-
ory is to enable the numerical analysis of gauge theory with the computer
by using the method similar to those used for the statistical mechanics sys-
tems. Until now, various physical quantities in low energy QCD, hadron
masses, quark masses, string tension and so on, which we can not calculate
in perturbation theory, have been calculated by the numerical method. 1
While gauge fields can be latticized as link variables excellently, the prob-
lem, which is so-called the fermion doubling problem, appears when one tries
to put fermions on the lattice [3]. In particular, it was considered to be dif-
ficult that one puts a massless fermion on the lattice because of the Nielsen-
Ninomiya no-go theorem [4]. However, the recent progress in the treatment
of the fermion, which began with the domain-wall fermion [5, 6], has en-
abled us to put the massless fermion on the lattice. Dirac operators which
describe a single massless fermion have been discovered, for example, the
overlap Dirac operator [7] derived from the overlap formalism [8, 9] and the
fixed point action through renormalization group approaches.2 While these
1The values of the physical quantities which are calculated by lattice theory have been
yearly improved. In this thesis we will treat the analytical aspects rather than the numer-
ical aspects of lattice theory. For the numerical aspects(and also for analytical aspects)
the proceedings of annual lattice conferences are very useful [2].
2We do not discuss the fixed point action in this thesis. See refs.[10] for further details.
4
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Dirac operators are derived through quite different procedures, they satisfy
the Ginsparg-Wilson relation [11]. Moreover, Lu¨scher pointed out that the
Ginsparg-Wilson relation is equivalent to a lattice chiral symmetry [12]. See
refs. [13]–[17] for reviews on this progress. As for the numerical aspects, the
numerical analysis of the weak matrix elements concerning the CP breaking
parameter ǫ′/ǫ band ∆I = 1/2 rule in the Standard Model has made sig-
nificant progress recently in the formulation of QCD with the domain-wall
fermion [18]-[20], though the definite results have not been obtained yet.
The Standard Model which describes the behaviour of elementary par-
ticles at present is a chiral gauge theory [21]. In chiral gauge theory left-
handed fermions and right-handed fermions belong to different gauge-group
representations. A peculiar feature of chiral gauge theory is the appearance
of the gauge anomaly, which is the breaking of gauge symmetry by quan-
tum effects.3 Whether gauge anomalies appear or not depends on the gauge
group and the fermion multiplet. The theory with such anomalies has no
meaning, since such anomalies break the fundamental principles in the the-
ory, for example, unitarity of S matrix. Therefore we have to consider a
theory where all of the possible anomalies cancell. In perturbation theory it
has been shown that there exist no gauge anomalies to all orders in gauge
couplings, if gauge anomalies cancel at one-loop level. Further conditions,
however, may be needed to keep gauge symmetry at the non-perturbative
level. For example, the chiral gauge theory with an odd number of Weyl
fermion multiplets in SU(2) fundamental representation has no anomalies
in perturbation theory. At the non-perturbative level, however, the global
anomaly, which is called the Witten anomaly [23, 24], appears and thus this
theory is inconsistent.
In chiral gauge theory another problem is the regularization problem. The
appearance of gauge anomalies implies that the gauge-invariant regulariza-
tion is possible only when the multiplets of Weyl fermions are anomaly-free.
Therefore, the gauge-invariant regularization should be directly related to
the fermion representation of the gauge group. The standard regularization
schemes, for example, dimensional regularization, Pauli-Villars method and
so on, are not quite convenient to analyze the gauge symmetry in chiral gauge
theory. If a more fundamental gauge-invariant regularization scheme is estab-
lished, it may simplify the calculations of radiative corrections in electroweak
processes.
The recent progress in lattice gauge theory has led us also to the exciting
possibilities for constructing non-perturbative chiral gauge theory with exact
gauge invariance [25]-[34]. The construction of lattice chiral gauge theory
3As a review on chiral gauge theory in continuum theory, see, for instance, ref. [22].
6with exact gauge invariance is called Lu¨scher’s formulation, which is adopted
in this thesis. 4 In Lu¨scher’s formulation with the Ginsparg-Wilson oper-
ators, anomaly-free U(1) chiral gauge theory in finite volume [25] 5 and
electroweak SU(2) × U(1) chiral gauge theory [29] in infinite volume have
been constructed on the lattice. The global anomaly is also analyzed on the
lattice [32, 33]. 6 Further, in perturbation theory chiral gauge theories with
exact gauge invariance are constructed on the lattice to all orders of the gauge
coupling for general anomaly-free gauge group [30]. In addition, a programme
for the construction of chiral gauge theories with general anomaly-free gauge
groups in a non-perturbative manner has been proposed [27]. Therefore, the
numerical analysis of the Standard Model, such as, the investigation of the
behaviour of elctroweak phase transition at finite temperature, is coming to
be possible. This construction of lattice chiral gauge theory will also deepen
our understanding of chiral gauge theory in the strong coupling region.
It has been however pointed out by Hasenfratz that the chiral fermion ac-
tion in this formulation is not invariant under CP transformation [38], if one
uses the ordinary lattice chiral projectors [39, 13]. CP symmetry is a funda-
mental discrete symmetry in chiral gauge theory and hence is expected to be
kept on the lattice. This peculiar feature of lattice chiral gauge theory may
influence the lattice analysis of the Standard Model which keeps CP symme-
try except a phase factor in CKM matrix. Therefore it is very important to
examine the detailed breaking of CP symmetry in this formulation.
In this thesis the breaking of CP symmetry in lattice chiral gauge the-
ory will be examined on the basis of two papers [40, 41]. In Chapter 2 we
will review the formulation of lattice chiral gauge theory in detail, following
refs. [25, 27]. In Chapter 3, Hasenfratz’s analysis is extended, utilizing more
general projection operators [40]. Then we will show that the CP breaking in
chiral fermion action persists under the standard CP transformation, even if
one utilizes a general class of Ginsparg-Wilson operators which are local and
free of species doublers and utilizes rather general chiral projections. The
CP breaking is thus regarded as an inherent feature of this class of formula-
tion. Therefore, we will next examine this CP breaking at the quantum level
by calculating the fermion generating functional [41]. Then we will show
that the effects of CP violation emerge only at: (I) Overall constant phase
of the fermion generating functional. (II) Overall dimensionful constant of
the fermion generating functional. (III) Fermion propagator appearing in ex-
4Lu¨scher’s formulation is different from overlap formalism of chiral gauge theory only
by the phase choice of the fermion measure. On the overlap formalism, See refs.[8, 9, 35].
5In the overlap formalism for the fermion determinant, noncompact chiral U(1) gauge
theories also have been constructed on the lattice [36].
6See ref.[37] for an earlier analysis of the global anomaly in the overlap formalism.
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ternal fermion lines and the propagator connected to Yukawa vertices. Our
result is summarized in eq. (3.95) for pure chiral gauge theory and, when
there is a Yukawa coupling, in eq. (3.108). The first two constants above
depend only on the topological sectors concerned and the problem is reduced
to the choice of weights with which various topological sectors are summed.
This problem, which is not particular to this formulation, is thus fixed by a
suitable choice of weight factors. The last effect in the fermion propagator,
on the other hand, can not be removed. When the Higgs field has no expecta-
tion value, it emerges as an (almost) contact term. However, in the presence
of the Higgs expectation value, this breaking becomes intrinsically non-local.
In Chapter 4, we will summarize our result and give a few remarks.
Chapter 2
Lattice chiral gauge theory
In this chapter Lu¨scher’s formulation of lattice chiral gauge theory is pre-
sented [25, 27]. We first discuss the lattice Dirac operator used in this for-
mulation. Next, Weyl fermions are defined, utilizing the chiral projection
operators. The definition of the fermion integration measure is non-trivial,
however, and there exists the freedom of the phase of the measure. The
conditions for fixing the phase, so that the formulation satisfies gauge in-
variance and all other fundamental principle , is summarized in Lu¨scher’s
reconstruction theorem.
2.1 Lattice Dirac operator
We first consider the Dirac fermion and the projection to the left-handed
components is discussed in the next section.
We consider a general form of the Ginsparg-Wilson relation. In terms of
the hermitian operator H : 1
H = aγ5D = aD
†γ5 = H
†, (2.3)
this relation is written as
γ5H +Hγ5 = 2H
2f(H2), (2.4)
1We assume the γ5−hermicity:
D† = γ5Dγ5, (2.1)
where D is the Dirac operator and write the fermion action as follows,
SF = a
4
∑
x
ψ¯(x)Dψ(x). (2.2)
8
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where f(H2) is a regular function of H2 and f(H2)† = f(H2). For simplicity,
we assume that f(x) is monotonous and non-decreasing for x ≥ 0.2 The
simplest choice f(H2) = 1 corresponds to the conventional Ginsparg-Wilson
relation (A.20). The properties of H for f(H2) = H2k with a positive integer
k have been investigated [42]-[46]. As an important consequence of eq.(2.4),
one has
γ5H
2 = (γ5H +Hγ5)H −H(γ5H +Hγ5) +H2γ5 = H2γ5, (2.6)
which implies DH2 = H2D. The combination
Γ5 = γ5 −Hf(H2), (2.7)
has a special role due to the property
Γ5H +HΓ5 = 0. (2.8)
Moreover, the above defining relation (2.4) is written in a variety of ways
such as
γ5Γ5γ5D +DΓ5 = 0,
γ5H +Hγˆ5 = 0, γ5D +Dγˆ5 = 0, (2.9)
and γˆ25 = 1 where
γˆ5 = γ5 − 2Hf(H2), (2.10)
which is the modified chiral matrix [13, 39]. In this thesis we assume that
the lattice Dirac operator satisfies the above general Ginsparg-Wilson relation
and has no doublers. We also assume that D is local and has the smooth
dependence with respect to link variables.
2.1.1 Admissibility condition and the index theorem
The locality and smoothness have been established for the overlap Dirac
operator [47, 48], if the plaquette variables satisfy the admissibility condition:
‖1− R[Uµν(x)]‖ < ǫ, for all plaquettes, (2.11)
2This general Ginsparg-Wilson relation is also written as follows,
γ5D +Dγ5 = 2aDf(a
2D†D)γ5D, (2.5)
by using D.
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where R is the representation of the gauge group 3 and ǫ is a fixed positive
number.4 We assume this condition also when we use Dirac operators satis-
fying the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation (2.4),5 since this restriction gives
the topological structure to the space of link variables [49, 50].6 If there is no
restriction on link variables, any link variables can be continuously deformed
to the trivial field Uµ(x) = 1 on the lattice and thus there is no topological
structure.
Now we define the topological charge to establish the index theorem on
the lattice. For this purpose, we first discuss lattice chiral symmetry [12]. The
fermion action which has the Dirac operator satisfying the general Ginsparg-
Wilson relation (2.4) is invariant under the global transformation:
ψ(x)→ ψ′(x) = ψ(x) + iǫaT aγˆ5ψ(x),
ψ¯(x)→ ψ¯′(x) = ψ¯(x) + iǫaψ¯(x)γ5T a, (2.12)
on account of the relation (2.9) and where T a are flavor-matrices. But the
fermion measure produces the Jacobian factor:
Dψ¯′Dψ′ = JDψ¯Dψ,
J = exp(−2iǫTr(Γ5T a)). (2.13)
From this expression, we see that the fermion measure is invariant under the
non-singlet flavor transformation, but not for the flavor-singlet transforma-
tion, which agrees with the continuum theory [51]. Tr Γ5 is regarded as the
chiral anomaly on the lattice. Therefore we may define the topological charge
on the lattice as Q = TrΓ5
7. Now we can show the index theorem on the
lattice by examining the representation of the algebra (2.4) [42]. From the
analysis in Appendix B, Tr Γ5 is written as follows(n = 0 stands for λn = 0),
Tr Γ5 ≡
∑
n
(ϕn,Γ5ϕn)
=
∑
n=0
(ϕn,Γ5ϕn)
=
∑
n=0
(ϕn, γ5ϕn) = n+ − n− = index. (2.14)
3Throughout this thesis, we assume that the representation of the gauge group, R, is
unitary.
4As for H satisfying the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation with f(H2) = H2k with a
positive integer k, the locality and the smoothness has been proved in the case of free
H [44].
5Note that this restriction on link variables is irrelevant in the classical continuum limit.
6In the case of U(1) theory in finite volume, the topological structure of the space of
admissible link variables has been investigated [25].
7In fact, we can show δ (TrΓ5) = 0 under the local deformation of the link variables
explicitly, using the general Ginsparg-Wilson algebra (2.4).
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This is the index theorem on the lattice [52]. Since Γ5 depends smoothly
on the link variable within the space of admissible configurations (2.11), the
integer n+ − n− is a constant in a connected component of the space of ad-
missible configurations; n+−n− thus provides a topological characterization
of the gauge field configuration, i.e., the index 8.
Therefore the admissibility condition (2.11) has important roles in the
formulation with the Ginsparg-Wilson relation. The one role is that it ensures
the locality and smoothness of the lattice Dirac operator. Another role is that
it gives rise to the topological structure in the space of link variables.
2.1.2 Gauge field action
In this subsection let us mention the gauge field action in this formulation. To
impose the restriction on the space of link variables, which is caused by the
admissibility condition, we may take a gauge field action which is different
from the standard Wilson action (A.4). For example,9
SG =

1
g20
a4
∑
x,µ6=ν
Tr (1− Uµν(x))
1− ‖1− Uµν(x)‖2/ǫ2 , if ‖1− Uµν‖ < ǫ,
∞ otherwise.
(2.18)
Note that SG is local and a smooth function of the link variables and satisfies
gauge invariance. In particular, the functional integral can be constructed in
the usual way with the standard integration measure
8In the classical continuum limit TrΓ5 has been evaluated for the overlap Dirac oper-
ator [53]-[56] and for the Dirac operators satisfying the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation
with f(H2) = H2k [43]. From their analysis, the same index theorem as that of the
continuum theory: ∫
d4x
g2
32π2
tr ǫµνρσFµνFρσ = n+ − n− (2.15)
has been obtained in the classical continuum limit.
9The other action has been proposed in the abelian chiral gauge theory [25]:
SG =

1
g20
a4
∑
x,µ6=ν
[Fµν(x)]
2
1− [Fµν(x)]2/ǫ2 if ‖Fµν‖ < ǫ,
∞ otherwise,
(2.16)
where ǫ is a constant in the range 0 < ǫ < π/3 and Fµν(x) is defined through
Fµν(x) =
1
i
lnUµν(x), −π < Fµν(x) ≤ π. (2.17)
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2.2 Lattice chiral gauge theory
In this section, we analyze the case of pure chiral gauge theory without Higgs
couplings. The extension to the case with Higgs couplings is straightforward
and it will be discussed in Section 3.4.
2.2.1 Weyl fermion
To make the following discussion as general as possible, we introduce a one-
parameter family of lattice analog of γ5:
γ
(t)
5 =
γ5 − tHf(H2)√
1 + t(t− 2)H2f 2(H2)
. (2.19)
Note that γ
(0)
5 = γ5 and, when f(H
2) = 1, γ
(2)
5 = γˆ5 corresponds to the
conventional modified chiral matrix (2.10). Note that γ
(1)
5 = Γ5/
√
Γ25. The
“conjugate” of γ
(t)
5 is defined by
γ
(t)
5 = γ5γ
(2−t)
5 γ5, (2.20)
and they satisfy the following relations:
γ
(t)†
5 = γ
(t)
5 , γ
(t)†
5 = γ
(t)
5 , (γ
(t)
5 )
2 = (γ
(t)
5 )
2 = 1,
γ
(t)
5 D +Dγ
(t)
5 = 0. (2.21)
In view of the last relation in (2.21), we may introduce the chiral projection
operators by
P
(t)
± =
1
2
(1± γ(t)5 ), P (t)± =
1
2
(1± γ(t)5 ), (2.22)
so that
P
(t)
± D = DP
(t)
∓ . (2.23)
Then the left-handed Weyl fermion is defined by
P
(t)
− ψ = ψ, ψP
(t)
+ = ψ. (2.24)
The kinetic term is then consistently decomposed according to the chirality:
D = P
(t)
+ DP
(t)
− + P
(t)
− DP
(t)
+ . (2.25)
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2.2.2 Fermion integration measure
To define the fermion integration measure, we introduce certain orthonormal
vectors in the constrained space,
P
(t)
− vj(x) = vj(x), vkP
(t)
+ (x) = vk(x),
(vj, vk) = δjk,
(
v¯†j , v¯
†
k
)
= δjk, (2.26)
and expand the fields as
ψ(x) =
∑
j
vj(x)cj , ψ(x) =
∑
k
ckvk(x). (2.27)
Then the (ideal) integration measure is defined by
D[ψ]D[ψ] =
∏
j
dcj
∏
k
dck. (2.28)
The condition (2.26) shows that the basis vectors may depend on the link
variable because the chiral projectors depend on it. However, this conditions
alone do not determine how the basis vectors depend on the link variables.
We first note the identity
δξvj = P
(t)
− δξvj + (1− P (t)− )δξvj, (2.29)
where δξvj is the variation of basis under an infinitesimal variation of the link
variables,
δξUµ(x) = aξµ(x)Uµ(x), ξµ(x) = ξ
a
µ(x)T
a, (2.30)
with ξaµ(x) being any real vector field and then note that the constraint (2.26)
implies
(1− P (t)− )δξvj = δξP (t)− vj . (2.31)
Consequently, the second term of the variation δξvj , (1 − P (t)− )δξvj , is fixed
uniquely by (2.31). However, the component of δξvj residing in the con-
strained space, P
(t)
− δξvj , is not determined by the constraint (2.26). This
fact means that the fermion measure is not specified uniquely and there is an
ambiguity of the phase. One can see this by noting that when one changes
basis by unitary transformation matrices Q and Q¯ as
v′j(x) =
∑
l
vl(x)Qlj , c′j(x) =
∑
l
Q−1jl cl,
v¯′j(x) =
∑
l
Q¯jlv¯l(x), c¯′j =
∑
l
c¯lQ¯−1lj , (2.32)
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the fermion measure changes as follows,
D[ψ]D[ψ]{v
′,v¯′} = detQ det Q¯D[ψ]D[ψ]{v,v¯}, (2.33)
where D[ψ]D[ψ]{..,..} stands for the measure defined by the basis in the curly
bracket and where detQ and det Q¯ are pure phase factors, which may depend
on the link variables since the basis vectors depend on the link variables. Thus
the fermion measure has the freedom of the phase which may depend on the
link variables. How to fix this phase will be discussed later. For the time
being we assume that some particular choice of the basis has been made.
The above general setup, which is closely related to the overlap formulation
in refs. [8, 9], does not specify the formulation uniquely, leaving the phase
unspecified.
Correlation functions and the effective action
We have just defined the Weyl fermion and the fermion measure(except the
freedom of the phase of the fermion integration measure). Now we can de-
scribe the path-integral expression of the expectation value of an operator
O [25, 27]:
〈O〉 = 1Z
∑
M
∫
M
D[U ] e−SGNMeiϑM 〈O〉MF , (2.34)
where M denotes the topological sector specified by the admissibility (2.11).
The “topological weight”, NMeiϑM , with which the topological sectors are
summed, is not fixed within this formulation. In each topological sector M ,
the average with respect to the fermion fields 〈O〉MF is defined by the gener-
ating functional of fermion Green’s functions
ZF[U, η, η; t] =
∫
D[ψ]D[ψ] e−SF, (2.35)
where we have written the dependence on the parameter t in eq. (2.19) ex-
plicitly 10 and
SF = a
4
∑
x
[ψ(x)Dψ(x)− ψ(x)η(x)− η(x)ψ(x)], (2.36)
where η(x) and η¯(x) are source fields. The fermion integration variables are
subject to the chirality constraint (2.24).
10The dependence on t is expected to disappear in the continuum limit, if the formulation
is well-defined.
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Now we can work out a few quantities in this formalism.
• Fermion propagator
If D has not zero modes, we obtain
〈ψ(x)ψ¯(y)〉
〈1〉F = P
(t)
−
1
D
P¯
(t)
+ . (2.37)
The correlation functions with arbitrary products of fermions can be
calculated by Wick’s theorem.
• Effective action
In the vacuum sector the effective action without source fields is given
by
〈1〉F = detM, Mkj = a4
∑
x
vk(x)Dvj(x). (2.38)
Its link variable variation is given by 11
δξ ln detM = Tr(δξDP
(t)
− D
−1P
(t)
+ )− iLξ, (2.39)
where
Lξ[U ; t] = i
∑
j
(vj, δξvj) + i
∑
k
(δξv
†
k, v
†
k). (2.40)
This term appears because the basis vectors {v, v¯} depend on the link
variables. In addition, under the basis transformations (2.32) this term
transforms as follows,
L{v′,v¯′}ξ = L{v,v¯}ξ + iδξ ln detQ+ iδξ ln det Q¯. (2.41)
This transformation law means that Lξ[U ; t] is a quantity associated
with the fermion measure and we call this term the “measure term”.
Since the measure term is purely imaginary, it contributes only to the
imaginary part of eq. (2.39):
1
2
[Tr(δξDP
(t)
− D
−1P
(t)
+ )− Tr(δξDP (t)− D−1P (t)+ )∗]
=
1
2
[Tr(δξDP
(t)
− D
−1)− Tr(δξDP (2−t)+ D−1)]
= −1
4
Tr δξD(γ
(t)
5 + γ
(2−t)
5 )D
−1, (2.42)
11If one assumes that vj and vk change gauge covariantly under an infinitesimal gauge
transformation, δξvj(x) = R(ω(x))vj(x) and δξvk(x) = −vk(x)R(ω(x)), then the effective
action (2.38) becomes invariant under the gauge transformation. This assumption of the
specific gauge variation of basis vectors, however, modifies the physical contents of the
theory in general, because it does not reproduce the gauge anomaly. We will see such an
example of basis vectors in Sec.3.2.
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where we have used eq. (2.1) and eq. (2.20). The measure term is then
chosen to improve the imaginary part of the effective action (see, for
example, ref. [26]).
The measure term can be rewritten, when we take the linearity of the
measure term on ξµ(x) into account, as follows,
Lξ = a4
∑
x
ξaµ(x)j
a
µ(x). (2.43)
with a current jaµ(x). In the following subsection this current associated
with the measure plays an important role.
2.2.3 Lu¨scher’s reconstruction theorem
Let us return to the problem of how to fix the phase of the fermion measure
which has been unspecified. We should find a basis in eq. (2.28) or the asso-
ciated measure term for which the gauge invariance (assuming the fermion
multiplet is anomaly-free) and the locality are ensured for finite lattice spac-
ings in this formulation. Lu¨scher has showed that chiral gauge theories with
anomaly-free multiplets of Weyl fermions12 can be put on the lattice without
violating the fundamental principles if several conditions on the current jµ(x)
associated with the measure term are satisfied, which is called “Lu¨scher’s re-
construction theorem” [25, 27].
Lu¨scher’s reconstruction theorem
The formulation of the chiral gauge theory with anomaly-free fermions on the
lattice is local and smooth on the link variables and has gauge invariance, if
the current jµ(x) satisfies the following conditions.
13
i)locality and smoothness jµ(x) is local and is smoothly dependent on
the link variables.
12Anomaly-free fermion multiplets means that the following trace over gauge group
matrices in the representation R vanish:
dabcR = 2i tr
[
T a
{
T b, T c
}]
= 0. (2.44)
13Then the ambiguity of the fermion measure is reduced to a constant phase which
depends only on topological sectors.
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ii)gauge invariance jµ(x) is gauge-covariant and satisfies the “anoma-
lous conservation law”:14
(∇∗µjµ)a(x) = Aa(x)
Aa(x) = − i
2
trR(T a)(γ
(t)
5 + γ
(2−t)
5 )(x, x). (2.46)
iii)integrability jµ(x) satisfies the “integrability condition”: Along all
closed curves in the space of the link variables U τµ (x) (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1),
Wilson lines which are made of jµ(x) satisfy the following equation:
W = exp
(
i
∫ 1
0
dτ Lξ
)
, aξµ(x) = ∂τU
τ
µ (x)U
τ
µ (x)
−1,
= det(1− P (t)0 + P (t)0 Q(t)1 ) det(1− P (2−t)0 + P (2−t)0 Q(2−t)1 ),
(2.47)
where P (t)τ = P
(t)
− |U=Uτ and P (t)τ = P (t)+ |U=Uτ . The unitary operator Q(t)τ
in this expression is defined by
∂τQ
(t)
τ =
1
4
[∂τγ
(t)
τ , γ
(t)
τ ]Q
(t)
τ , Q
(t)
0 = 1, (2.48)
where γ(t)τ = γ
(t)
5 |U=Uτ .
The current jµ(x) which has above properties is called an “ideal current”.
15
The next crucial task is to find out an ideal current. For U(1) theories, such a
current was constructed by Lu¨scher [25]. For electroweak SU(2)×U(1) theory
also, such a current has been constructed on the infinite volume lattice [29].16
For general non-abelian theories, the measure from an ideal current has been
constructed only in perturbation theory [30, 28], but the existence of such
an ideal fermion measure in non-perturbative level has not been established
yet(except for the real representation of the gauge group [31]).17 In such a
14Covariant derivatives in these expressions are defined by
∇∗µjµ(x) =
1
a
[jµ(x) − Uµ(x− aµˆ)−1jµ(x− aµˆ)Uµ(x− aµˆ)]. (2.45)
15We note that the ideal current exists only for anomaly-free multiplets.
16See [60] on an attempt to construct on the finite volume lattice.
17The Witten anomaly on the lattice also has been discussed and it has been shown that
there exists no ideal current jµ(x) in the chiral gauge theory with odd number of Weyl
fermion multiplets.
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case it seems necessary to clarify the topological structure of the space of the
admissible link variables but this task remains to be performed.18
We will discuss more details of the contents of the above theorem in the
following subsections.
Locality and smoothness
We first require that the expectation value of the products of fermionic and
link variables (2.34) should be smooth functions of the link variable. This
requirement is necessary to derive the field equation discussed below.
The locality is one of the most important properties in lattice theory.
The universality in the continuum limit depends on this property. To ensure
the locality in this formulation, it is necessary to require the locality of field
equation. The field equation is obtained by calculating the change of (2.34)
under the variations of the link variables (2.30). When O does not contain
fermion fields,19 we obtain
〈{δξSG +
∑
x
ψ¯(x)δξDψ(x) + iLξ}O〉 = 〈δξO〉. (2.49)
In this equation the first two terms are clearly local owing to the locality
of the action. We thus need to require that Lξ, therefore, jµ(x) should be
local functions of the link variable to ensure the locality of field equation ,
as stated in i) in above theorem.
Gauge invariance
The gauge invariance also is an important property which has to be required
in this formulation. In particular, the fermion effective action should be
gauge-invariant. Now the gauge transformation is given by (2.30) with
ξµ(x) = −∇µω(x)
=
1
a
[Uµ(x)ω(x+ aµˆ)Uµ(x)
−1 − ω(x)]. (2.50)
Noting the transformation property of the Dirac operator:
δξD = {R(w), D} , (2.51)
18As one of attempts toward this challenging task, see ref.[61].
19When more general O is considered, the field equation can not be derived easily.
Because all sectors with non-zero index contribute to this equation.
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the gauge variation of the expectation value is written as follows,
δξ〈O〉F = 〈δξO〉F + ia4
∑
x
ωa(x)[Aa(x)− (∇∗µjµ)a(x)]〈O〉F,
Aa(x) = − i
2
trR(T a)(γ
(t)
5 + γ
(2−t)
5 )(x, x), (2.52)
where Aa(x) can be regarded as the covariant anomaly on the lattice. 20
Hence, for the gauge invariant formulation, the current jµ(x) should satisfy
the “anomalous conservation law”:
(∇∗µjµ)a(x) = Aa(x), (2.53)
and it should be also gauge-covariant because of the gauge invariance of the
effective action and (2.39), as stated in ii).
Integrability condition
To obtain the fermion measure from a given current jµ(x), we need the
integrability of a current. Here, we show that the fermion measure can be
constructed from jµ(x) which satisfies a certain integrability condition.
To derive the integrability condition, we consider the change of the phase
of the fermion effective action under the smooth curves in the space of link
variable:
U τµ (x), 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. (2.54)
Then the change of the phase of the effective action is represented as Wilson
line:
W = exp
(
i
∫ 1
0
dτ Lξ
)
, aξµ(x) = ∂τU
τ
µ (x)U
τ
µ (x)
−1. (2.55)
We first calculate the Wilson line with a basis {v, v¯} along a closed curve,
assuming that this basis is smoothly defined on the space of admissible link
variables. To describe this we introduce the projectors
P (t)τ = P
(t)
− |U=Uτ , P (t)τ = P (t)+ |U=Uτ , (2.56)
and define the unitary operators Qτ through
∂τQ
(t)
τ = [∂τP
(t)
τ , P
(t)
τ ]Q
(t)
τ , Q
(t)
0 = 1, (2.57)
20In fact, we can show explicitly that Aa(x) corresponds to the covariant anomaly in
the classical continuum limit in the case of f(H2) = 1 [53]-[56] and f(H2) = H2k [43].
Then the measure term may be regarded as the Bardeen-Zumino term, which relates the
covariant anomaly to the consistent anomaly and is local [59].
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From this, we have (See Appendix C)
P (t)τ = Q
(t)
τ P
(t)
0 Q
(t)†
τ , P
(t)
τ = γ5Q
(2−t)
τ γ5P
(t)
0 (γ5Q
(2−t)
τ γ5)
†. (2.58)
Therefore Qτ is the transporter of Pτ along the curve. After some calcu-
lations(Appendix C), the Wilson line with the smooth basis is obtained as
follows,
W = det(1− P (t)0 + P (t)0 Q(t)1 ) det−1(1− P (t)0 + P (t)0 γ5Q(2−t)1 γ5)
= det(1− P (t)0 + P (t)0 Q(t)1 ) det(1− P (2−t)0 + P (2−t)0 Q(2−t)1 ), (2.59)
along all closed curves, for which U1 = U0.
Now let jµ(x) be the smooth function of the admissible link variables.
That jµ(x) should satisfy the above equation (2.59) is clearly the neces-
sary condition to obtain the fermion measure from the current jµ(x). More-
over, this equation is also the sufficient condition and we can now prove the
Lu¨scher’s reconstruction theorem as follows.
Proof of the reconstruction theorem
Now we assume that we have found an ideal current jµ(x). The proof is
given by an explicit construction of the basis. We may set the fermionic
basis vectors for the gauge field U as
vj =
{
Q
(t)
1 u1W
−1, for j = 1,
Q
(t)
1 uj, otherwise,
vk = uk(γ5Q
(2−t)
1 γ5)
†, (2.60)
where uj and uk are fixed bases defined for the reference configuration U
0.
The vectors are then transported by the operators Q(t)τ and Q
(2−t)
τ along a
certain curve connecting U0 and U = U1. The Wilson line W is also defined
along this curve. The above basis depends on the curve chosen, but the
associated measure does not, because of eq. (2.59). We can show this as
follows. We first consider the two basis, {v, v¯} and {v˜, ˜¯v}, which are defined
along two curves, U τ and U˜ τ , which have the same start U0 and end U = U1,
respectively (2.1). Explicitly, {v, v¯} are given by eq.(2.60) and {v˜, ˜¯v} are
given by
v˜j =
{
Q˜
(t)
1 u1W˜
−1, for j = 1,
Q˜
(t)
1 uj, otherwise,
v˜k = uk(γ5Q˜
(2−t)
1 γ5)
†, (2.61)
where W˜ is constructed from Q˜
(t)
1 and Q˜
(2−t)
1 corresponding to the curve U˜ .
Now the change of the two fermion measures which are constructed from two
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U
U
0
1
U
U
Figure 2.1: Two curves in the space of link variables
bases is given by
D[ψ]D[ψ]{v,v¯} = det {(v˜j, vk)}det
{
(v¯†j , ˜¯v
†
k)
}
D[ψ]D[ψ]{v˜,˜¯v}
=
(
W˜−1W
)−1
det
{
(uj, Q˜
(t)†
1 Q
(t)
1 uk)
}
× det
{
(u¯†j, (γ5Q˜
(2−t)†
1 Q
(2−t)
1 γ5)
†u¯†k)
}
D[ψ]D[ψ]{v˜,˜¯v}.
(2.62)
When we define a Wilson line ˜˜W and ˜˜Q
(t)
1 for a closed curve
˜˜U
τ
constructed
from U and U˜−1 in fig.(2.2), we have
U
U
0
1
U
Figure 2.2: Closed curve in the space of link variables
˜˜W = W˜−1W, ˜˜Q
(t)
1 = Q˜
(t)†
1 Q
(t)
1 , (2.63)
from the definition of Wilson line (2.55) and the transporter of projection
operators (2.57). Then the change of two measures is given by
det {(v˜j , vk)}det
{
(v¯†j , ˜¯v
†
k)
}
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= det−1(1− P (t)0 + P (t)0 ˜˜Q
(t)
1 ) det
−1(1− P (2−t)0 + P (2−t)0 ˜˜Q
(2−t)
1 )
× det(1− P (t)0 + P (t)0 ˜˜Q
(t)
1 ) det(1− P (2−t)+0 + P (2−t)+0 ˜˜Q
(2−t)†
1 )
= 1. (2.64)
Thus the measure is path-independent.
We next compute the measure term (2.40) for the above basis (2.60).
Under δξU
τ
µ (x) = ∂τU
τ
µ (x)
∣∣∣
τ=1
, the variations of bases are given by
δξvj =

[
∂τP
(t)
τ |τ=1, P (t)1
]
Q
(t)
1 u1W
−1
−iQ(t)1 u1
(
a4
∑
y ξ
a
µ(y)j
a
µ(y)
)
W−1, for j = 1,[
∂τP
(t)
τ |τ=1, P (t)1
]
Q
(t)
1 uj, otherwise,
(2.65)
and
δξv¯k = u¯k(γ5Q
(2−t)
1 γ5)
†
([
∂τ P¯
(t)
τ |τ=1, P¯ (t)1
])†
, (2.66)
where we used
∂τ (γ5Q
(2−t)
τ γ5) = [∂τ P¯
(t)
τ , P¯
(t)
τ ]γ5Q
(2−t)
τ γ5, (2.67)
which is derived from (2.57). When we substitute these expressions for the
variations of the bases in (2.40), we obtain
L{v,v¯}ξ = a4
∑
x
ξaµ(x)j
a
µ(x), (2.68)
utilizing that uj(x) are orthonormal vectors. Since the ideal current j
a
µ(x)
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), the formulation is local and gauge invariant.
In this chapter we have discussed the construction of lattice chiral gauge
theory with the exact gauge invariance. In the next chapter, we discuss the
effect of CP breaking in this formulation by simply assuming the existence of
such an ideal measure.21 The properties of an ideal basis, which is summa-
rized in Lu¨scher’s reconstruction theorem, play a crucial role in our following
analysis.
21Note however that our analysis is relevant for a manifestly gauge invariant perturbation
theory [30] based on this formulation.
Chapter 3
CP breaking in lattice chiral
gauge theories
In this chapter we discuss CP breaking in Lu¨scher’s formulation of lattice
chiral gauge theory. We first show that the chiral fermion action with a
local and doubler-free Ginsparg-Wilson operator has no CP symmetry under
rather mild assumptions for projection operators [40]. We next calculate
the fermion generating functional and investigate where the effects of CP
breaking appear in this formulation with projection operators (2.22)[41].
3.1 Lattice CP problem in chiral fermion ac-
tion
In this section we discuss the breaking of CP symmetry in chiral fermion
action. We first define C, P, CP transformations on the lattice. Next, we
generalize the analysis of Hasenfratz [38] and show that CP breaking is an
inherent feature of this formulation.
3.1.1 C, P and CP symmetry on the lattice
In this subsection we discuss C, P and CP transformations in this order. From
now on, we assume that the vector-like theory with a Dirac operator which
satisfy the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation (2.4) is invariant under the stan-
dard C, P, and CP transformations. The Wilson fermion action (A.13) has
these discrete symmetries as shown below. Therefore, the above assumption
is correct for the action with the Dirac operators which are constructed out of
the Wilson-Dirac operators, for instance, for the action of the overlap Dirac
23
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operator (A.23). We will also show that this assumption is consistent with
the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation (2.4).
Charge conjugation
We denote the charge conjugation by C. The charge conjugation is defined
by 1
ψ(x)→ −C−1ψT (x), ψ(x)→ ψT (x)C,
Uµ(x)→ UCµ (x) = Uµ(x)∗, (3.1)
where the charge conjugation matrix C = γ2γ4 satisfies
C†C = 1, CT = −C, CγµC−1 = −γTµ , Cγ5C−1 = γT5 . (3.2)
Now the Wilson fermion action (A.13) transforms under this charge conju-
gation as follows,
→ a4∑
x,µ
1
2a
ψT (x)
[
−CγµC−1
(
U∗µ(x)ψ¯
T (x+ aµˆ)
−UTµ (x− aµˆ)ψ¯T (x− aµˆ)
)
−r
(
2ψ¯T (x)− U∗µ(x)ψ¯T (x+ aµˆ)− UTµ (x− aµˆ)ψ¯T (x− aµˆ)
)]
−m0
a
ψT (x)ψ¯T (x)
= (S
(W )
F )
T = S
(W )
F . (3.3)
Therefore, the Wilson fermion action is invariant under the charge conjuga-
tion.
This invariance of the action can be represented in terms of the kernel of
the Wilson-Dirac operator DW (x, y) as follows,
DW (U
C)(x, y) = C−1DW (U
C)(x, y)TC, (3.4)
where the transpose operation T acts not only on the matrices involved but
also on the arguments as (x, y) → (y, x). The kernel of the Dirac operator
similarly transforms as
D(UC)(x, y) = C−1D(U)(x, y)TC. (3.5)
1The following charge conjugation and parity transformation on the lattice are defined
by an analogy with those in continuum theory(and in Minkowski space). See, for example,
the book [62] for the charge conjugation and the parity operation in continuum theory.
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Moreover we then have
H(UC)(x, y) = C−1(γ5H(U)(x, y)γ5)
TC,
H(UC)(x, y)2 = C−1(H(U)(x, y)2)TC. (3.6)
From this transformation laws, we see that the charge conjugation (3.1) is
consistent with the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation (2.4).
Parity transformation
We denote P the parity transformation by P:
x = (xi, x4)
P→ x¯ = (−xi, x4), (3.7)
where i = 1, 2, 3. The parity transformation for the fields is defined by
ψ(x)→ γ4ψ(x¯), ψ(x)→ ψ(x¯)γ4,
Uµ(x)→ UPµ (x) =
{
Ui(x¯− aˆi)−1, for µ = i,
U4(x¯), for µ = 4,
. (3.8)
Under this parity transformation, the Wilson fermion action transforms as
→ a4∑
x,µ
1
2a
ψ¯(x¯)
[
γ4γiγ4
(
U †i (x¯− aˆi)ψ(x¯− aˆi)− U †i (x¯)ψ(x¯+ aˆi)
)
+γ4
(
U4(x¯)ψ(x¯+ a4ˆ)− U †4(x¯)ψ(x¯− a4ˆ)
)
+r
(
2ψ(x¯)− U †i (x¯− aˆi)ψ(x¯− aˆi)− Ui(x¯)ψ(x¯+ aˆi)
)
+r
(
−U4(x¯)ψ(x¯+ a4ˆ)− U †4(x¯− a4ˆ)ψ(x¯− a4ˆ)
)]
+
m0
a
ψ¯(x¯)ψ(x¯)
= S
(W )
F , (3.9)
where we used
∑
x =
∑
x¯. Therefore, the Wilson fermion action satisfies P
symmetry and the kernel of the Dirac operator transforms as follows,
D(UP)(x, y) = γ4D(U)(x¯, y¯)γ4. (3.10)
under the parity transformation.2 Further, we have
H(UP)(x, y) = −γ4H(U)(x¯, y¯)γ4,
H(UP)(x, y)2 = γ4H(U)(x¯, y¯)
2γ4. (3.11)
Therefore this parity transformation is consistent with the general Ginsparg-
Wilson relation (2.4).
2We can show eq. (3.5) and (3.10) also for the Dirac operators satisfying the Ginsparg-
Wilson relation with f(H2) = H2k (A.29).
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CP transformation
CP transformation interchanges the fermion and anti-fermion. Combining
the charge conjugation with the parity transformation, CP transformation is
written as follows,
ψ(x)→ −W−1ψT (x¯), ψ(x)→ ψT (x¯)W
Uµ(x)→ UCPµ (x) =
{
Ui(x¯− aˆi)−1∗, for µ = i,
U4(x¯)
∗, for µ = 4,
(3.12)
where
W = γ2, W
†W = 1,
WγµW
−1 =
{
γTi , for µ = i,
−γT4 , for µ = 4,
Wγ5W
−1 = −γT5 , (3.13)
and thus CP acts on the plaquette variables Uµν(x) as (ϕij(x¯ − aˆi − ajˆ) =
Uj(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)∗Ui(x¯− aˆi)∗)
Uij(x)
→ UCPij (x) = ϕij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)−1Uij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)∗ϕij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ),
Ui4(x)→ UCPi4 (x) = Ui(x¯− aˆi)∗
−1
Ui4(x¯− aˆi)−1∗Ui(x¯− aˆi)∗. (3.14)
Of course, we can show explicitly that the Wilson fermion action is invariant
under this CP transformation and we also have
D(UCP)(x, y) =W−1D(U)(x¯, y¯)TW. (3.15)
See Appendix D for the CP transformation properties of various operators.
3.1.2 Lattice CP problem
It has been pointed out that the CP symmetry, the fundamental discrete
symmetry in chiral gauge theories, is not manifestly implemented in the
Lu¨scher’s formulation of lattice chiral gauge theory. The basic observation
related to this effect is as follows [38]: In the formulation, the chirality is
imposed through [39, 13]
P−ψ = ψ, ψP+ = ψ, (3.16)
where P± = (1±γ5)/2 and P± = (1± γˆ5)/2 with γˆ5 = γ5(1−2aD). However,
since the above condition is not symmetric in the fermion and anti-fermion
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and since CP exchanges these two, CP symmetry is explicitly broken. In
fact, the fermion action in the case of pure chiral gauge theory without Higgs
couplings changes under CP transformation (3.12) as follows
SF = a
4
∑
x
ψ(x)P+DP−ψ(x)→ SF = a4
∑
x
ψ(x)γ5P+γ5DP−ψ(x), (3.17)
and this causes the change in the propagator
〈ψ(x)ψ(y)〉F
〈1〉F = P−
1
D
P+(x, y),
→ 〈ψ(x)ψ(y)〉F〈1〉F = P−
1
D
γ5P+γ5(x, y)
= P−
1
D
P+(x, y)− aγ5a−4δx,y. (3.18)
One might think that a suitable modification of the chiral projectors
would remedy this CP breaking. But this is impossible with the standard
CP transformation law (3.12). The CP invariant chiral fermion action with
a local and doubler-free Ginsparg-Wilson operator inevitably contains singu-
larities and hence is non-local. We will show this below [40]. This proof will
be performed in two steps. At the first step, we show that the projection
operators are limited to particular forms if we require the CP symmetry in
the chiral action under rather mild assumptions for the projection operators.
At the second step, we show that these forms of the projection operators for
local and doubler-free Ginsparg-Wilson operators are singular.
The projection operators used in this section are defined as follows. De-
note the operators U˜ and V , which are regular in γ5 and H and satisfy
U˜H +HV = 0, (3.19)
and
V 2 = 1,
(
γ5U˜γ5
)2
= 1, (3.20)
we may then define the projection operators as
P∓ =
1
2
(1∓ V ), P¯± = 1
2
(1± γ5U˜γ5). (3.21)
These projection operators decompose the space on which the Dirac operator
acts as follows,
D = P¯+DP− + P¯−DP+. (3.22)
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Now we require the proper transformation property under CP, which is
ensured by
WP∓(U
CP )W−1 = P¯±(U)
T , W P¯±(U
CP )W−1 = P∓(U)
T .(3.23)
In terms of U˜ , V and B = γ5W = γ5γ2, these transformation properties are
written as follows
BV (UCP )B−1 = −U˜(U)T , BU˜(UCP )B−1 = −V (U)T . (3.24)
In fact, the chiral fermion action with the projection operators satisfying (3.23)
is invariant under CP.
Then one can confirm that the projection operators with the above CP
transformation properties (3.23) is limited to the following forms:
P∓ =
1
2
(1∓ Γ5/Γ), P¯± = 1
2
(1± γ5Γ5γ5/Γ), (3.25)
where
Γ =
√
Γ25 =
√
(γ5Γ5γ5)2 =
√
1−H2f 2(H2). (3.26)
Let us prove this by using the following statement.
Statement: If the operators U˜ and V are regular in γ5 and H and sat-
isfy
U˜H +HV = 0, (3.27)
and
BU˜B−1 = −V T , BV B−1 = −U˜T , (3.28)
for a generic H , then they are of the form
U˜ = V = Γ5h(H
2), (3.29)
with a regular function h(H2).
Proof: Since γ5 = Γ5 + Hf(H
2), U˜ and V are regular also in Γ5 and H .
Noting Γ25 = 1−H2f 2(H2), the most general form of U˜ reads
U˜ = g(H) + Γ5h(H
2) + Γ5Hk(H
2). (3.30)
This implies
BU˜B−1 = −[g(H) + Γ5h(H2)− Γ5Hk(H2)]T , (3.31)
from BHB−1 = −HT , BΓ5B−1 = −ΓT5 and Γ5H +HΓ5 = 0. eqs. (3.28) and
(3.31) imply
V = g(H) + Γ5h(H
2)− Γ5Hk(H2), (3.32)
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and thus eq. (3.27) imposes
Hg(H) + Γ5H
2k(H2) = 0. (3.33)
The matrix element of this equation between ϕ˜n(x) and ϕn(x) reads
(ϕ˜n, [Hg(H) + Γ5H
2k(H2)]ϕn) =
√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)λ2nk(λ2n) = 0. (3.34)
This shows that k(x) must have zero at x = λ2n, but this is impossible for a
generic H unless k(x) = 0. Similarly, we have g(H) = 0 and obtain eq. (3.29).
On the basis of this statement, one can construct the modified chiral
operators
Γ5/Γ, γ5Γ5γ5/Γ, (3.35)
recalling (3.20) and we obtain (3.25) as projection operators. In this construc-
tion, we assumed that h(H2) exhibits the most favorable property, namely,
has no zeroes. Now the projection operators are rather symmetric and it
seems that we have succeeded in constructing CP symmetric formulation.
However, these projection operators with local and doubler-free Dirac op-
erators are singular. We will next show this. For this proof, we prove the
following theorem:
Theorem: For any lattice operator D defined by the algebraic relation (2.4),
which is local (i.e., analytic in the entire Brillouin zone) and free of species
doubling, the operator 1/(γ5Γ5) is singular inside the Brillouin zone and
Γ25 = 1−H2f 2(H2) has at least one zero inside the Brillouin zone.
Proof: We consider the action:
SF = a
4
∑
x
ψ¯(x)Dψ(x), (3.36)
which is invariant under the lattice chiral transformation
δψ = iǫγˆ5ψ, δψ¯ = ψ¯iǫγ5, (3.37)
where γˆ5 = γ5 − 2Hf(H2). If one considers the field re-definition
ψ′ = γ5Γ5ψ, ψ¯
′ = ψ¯, (3.38)
the above action is written as
SF = a
4
∑
x
ψ¯′(x)D
1
γ5Γ5
ψ′(x), (3.39)
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which is invariant under the naive chiral transformation:
δψ′ = γ5Γ5δψ = γ5Γ5iǫγˆ5ψ = iǫγ5ψ
′,
δψ¯′ = ψ¯′iǫγ5, (3.40)
where we used the following relation
γ5Γ5γˆ5 = γ52Γ
2
5 − γ5Γ5γ5 = γ5(γ5Γ5 + Γ5γ5)− γ5Γ5γ5
= γ5(γ5Γ5). (3.41)
This chiral symmetry implies the relation
{γ5, D 1
γ5Γ5
} = 0. (3.42)
We here recall the conventional no-go theorem in the form of Nielsen and
Ninomiya [4], which states in view of (3.39) and (3.42) that
(i) If the operator D is local and if 1/(γ5Γ5) is analytic in the entire Brillouin
zone, the operator D contains the species doubling. The simplest choice
f(H2) = 0 and thus Γ5 = γ5 is included in this case.
(ii)If the operator D is local and free of species doubling, then the operator
γ5Γ5 is also local by its construction. But the operator 1/(γ5Γ5) cannot be
analytic in the entire Brillouin zone, which in turn suggests that
Γ25 = 1−H2f 2(H2) = 0, (3.43)
has solutions inside the Brillouin zone. These properties are actually proved
for vanishing gauge field.
Therefore, the projection operators (3.25) inevitably contain singularities in
the modified chiral operators Γ5/Γ and γ5Γ5γ5/Γ.
3 These projection oper-
ators (3.25) also become singular in the presence of topologically non-trivial
gauge fields, since the massive modes N± in (B.11) inevitably appear as is
indicated by the chirality sum rule (B.14).
3As a explicit example of this singularities, forH satisfying the general Ginsparg-Wilson
relation with f(H2) = H2k, we have
Γ5
Γ
≃ γ5 (γµ sin apµ/a)√∑
µ sin
2 apµ/a2
, (3.44)
for H2 ≃ 1 [63]. The singularities appear just on top of the would-be species doublers in
the case of free-fermions and also for the topological modes in the presence of instantons.
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In summary, the chiral fermion action with the local and doubler-free
Ginsparg-Wilson operator, which is invariant under the standard CP trans-
formation(3.12), contains the singularities and thus is non-local. Therefore
it is impossible to maintain the manifest CP invariance of the action in
Lu¨scher’s formulation.4 This generalizes the analysis of Hasenfratz [38] in a
more abstract setting. The above CP breaking is thus regarded as an inher-
ent feature of this formulation. However, it should be noted that our analysis
does not show how serious the complications associated with CP symmetry
is in the actual applications of lattice regularization. For the breaking of CP
symmetry, it could be similar to the breaking of Lorentz symmetry for finite
lattice spacing a; it may well be restored in a suitable continuum limit. Nev-
ertheless it must keep in mind that exact and manifest CP is not implemented
for a general Ginsparg-Wilson operator. Since the chirality constraint (2.24)
is very fundamental and it influences the construction of the fermion integra-
tion measure, one might then worry that the CP breaking emerges in many
other places and an analysis of CP violation (in the conventional sense) with
this formulation would be greatly interfered. It is thus very important to
precisely identify where the effects of the above CP breaking inherent in this
formulation appear.
In the following sections we calculate the fermion generating functional
and examine the breaking of CP symmetry [41]. Our strategy to analyze the
CP breaking is as follows: We first determine the general structure of the
fermion generating functional by using a convenient auxiliary basis. Then
using an argument of the change of basis and a property of the measure term,
we find the CP transformation law of the generating functional. 5
3.2 Fermion generating functional
3.2.1 Generating functional with an auxiliary basis
We assume that a basis {v, v} is an ideal basis, i.e. that a measure cur-
rent derived from the basis {v, v} satisfies three conditions in Lu¨scher’s re-
construction theorem as discussed in the previous chapter. To analyze the
fermion generating functional for {v, v}, Z{v,v}F , we introduce an auxiliary
4This means however that we can keep the manifest CP invariance, if we ignore the
singularities associated with Γ5 = 0. But, note that the exclusion of the modes Γ5ϕn(x) =
0 in all the topological sectors is a non-local operation.
5For an analysis of CP breakings in the fermion generating functional, we use the
t−dependent projection operators (2.22) in following sections.
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basis {w,w}. For these two choices of basis, {v, v} and {w,w}, we have
Z
{v,v}
F [U, η, η; t] = e
iθ[U ;t]Z
{w,w}
F [U, η, η; t], (3.45)
where the phase is given by the Jacobian factor for the change of basis
eiθ[U ;t] = detQ detQ
= exp(Tr lnQ+ Tr lnQ), (3.46)
where Qjk = (wj , vk) and Qjk = (v†j , w†k). Note that the phase depends only
on the link variable. Under an infinitesimal variation of the link variable, the
variation of the phase is given by6
δξθ[U ; t] = −L{v,v}ξ [U ; t] + L{w,w}ξ [U ; t], (3.48)
where the “measure term” is defined by
L{v,v}ξ [U ; t] = i
∑
j
(vj , δξvj) + i
∑
k
(δξv
†
k, v
†
k). (3.49)
The relation (3.45) shows that we may use any basis {w,w} as an inter-
mediate tool in analyzing Z
{v,v}
F , if e
iθ[U ;t] and Z
{w,w}
F are properly treated. A
particularly convenient basis is provided by the eigenfunctions of the hermi-
tian operator D†D = H2/a2:
D†Duj(x) =
1
a2
H2uj(x) =
λ2j
a2
uj(x), λj ≥ 0, (3.50)
and their appropriate projection
wj(x) = P
(t)
− uj(x), (wj, wk) = δjk. (3.51)
Note that D†D and P
(t)
− commute. To consider this eigenvalue problem, it
is better to consider first the eigenvalue problem of H . The properties of
these eigenfunctions are summarized in Appendix B. Then going back to
our original problem (3.50), it is obvious that eigenfunctions are given by the
eigenfunctions of H , by identifying ϕj ↔ ϕn and λj ↔ |λn| (so λj is doubly
degenerated). To find appropriate components for eq. (3.51), we have to
6This is derived from
iθ[U ; t] + iδξθ[U ; t] = Tr ln(wj + δξwj , vk + δξvk) + Tr ln(v
†
j + δξv
†
j , w
†
k + δξw
†
k)
= iθ[U ; t]− iL{v,v}ξ [U ; t] + iL{w,w}ξ [U ; t]. (3.47)
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know the action of chiral projectors on these eigenfunctions ϕn. From above,
we have
(i) For zero modes, we simply have
γ
(t)
5 ϕ
±
0 = γ5ϕ
±
0 = ±ϕ±0 , (3.52)
and thus
P
(t)
± ϕ
±
0 = ±ϕ±0 . (3.53)
(ii) For modes with λn 6= 0 and λn 6= ±Λ,
γ
(t)
5
(
ϕn
ϕ˜n
)
(3.54)
=
1√
1 + t(t− 2)λ2nf 2(λ2n)
 (1− t)λnf(λ2n)
√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n) −(1− t)λnf(λ2n)
(ϕn
ϕ˜n
)
.
Since this is a traceless matrix whose determinant is −1, the eigenvalues of
γ
(t)
5 in this subspace are +1 and −1. This shows that one linear combination
of ϕn and ϕ˜n is annihilated by P
(t)
+ and the orthogonal combination is an-
nihilated by P
(t)
− . Therefore we can take suitable linear combinations of ϕn
and ϕ˜n such that
P
(t)
± ϕ
±
n (x) = ϕ
±
n (x), (ϕ
±
n , ϕ
±
m) = δnm. (3.55)
(iii) For the modes with λn = ±Λ, we have
γ
(t)
5 Ψ±(x) =
{∓Ψ±(x), for t > 1,
±Ψ±(x), for t < 1. (3.56)
From the above analysis, we see that the following vectors have an ap-
propriate chirality as wj:
ϕ−0 (x), λj = 0,
ϕ−j (x), λj > 0, λj 6= Λ,{
Ψ+(x), for t > 1,
Ψ−(x), for t < 1,
λj = Λ, (3.57)
where the number Λ is a solution of Λf(Λ2) = 1.
As for the vectors wk, we may adopt the left eigenfunctions of the her-
mitian operator DD†.7 For non-zero eigenvalues, as is well-known, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the eigenfunctions of D†D and DD†:
wj(x) =
a
λj
w†jD
†(x). (3.58)
7Incidentally, the Ginsparg-Wilson relation implies that DD† = D†D.
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This has the proper chirality as wk, wkP
(t)
+ = wk. The zero-modes of DD
†
cannot be expressed in this way and we may use instead
ϕ+†0 (x). (3.59)
Then eqs. (3.58) and (3.59) span a complete set in the constrained space
wkP
(t)
+ = wk.
Once having specified basis vectors {w,w}, it is straightforward to per-
form the integration in Z
{w,w}
F . After some calculations, we have
Z
{w,w}
F [U, η, η; t] =
(
Λ
a
)N n−∏[
a4
∑
x
η(x)ϕ−0 (x)
] n+∏[
a4
∑
x
ϕ+†0 (x)η(x)
]
× ∏
λj>0
λj 6=Λ
(
λj
a
)
exp
[
a8
∑
x,y
η(x)G(t)(x, y)η(y)
]
, (3.60)
up to the over-all sign ±1 which depends on the ordering in the measure∏
j dcj
∏
k dck.
8 In this expression, the Green’s function has been defined by
DG(t)(x, y) = P
(t)
+ (x, y)−
n+∑
ϕ+0 (x)ϕ
+†
0 (y), (3.61)
or more explicitly,
G(t)(x, y) =
∑
λj>0
a2
λ2j
ϕ−j (x)ϕ
−†
j D
†(y). (3.62)
The number of zero-modes ϕ−0 (ϕ
+
0 ) has been denoted by n− (n+) and
N =
{
N+, for t > 1,
N−, for t < 1,
(3.63)
where N+ and N− stand for the numbers of eigenfunctions Ψ+ and Ψ−,
respectively (see Appendix B). Since eigenvalues λj are gauge invariant and
eigenfunctions ϕj can be chosen to be gauge covariant, the above Z
{w,w}
F is
manifestly gauge invariant for gauge covariant external sources. However,
this Z
{w,w}
F as it stands cannot be interpreted as the generating functional
for the Weyl fermion, as we will explain shortly (rather it is regarded as
representing a half of the Dirac fermion).
8This sign factor can be absorbed into the phase θ[U ; t] without loss of generality.
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3.2.2 Z
{v,v}
F
From eqs. (3.45) and (3.60), the general structure of the fermion generating
functional is given by (omitting the superscript {v, v})
ZF[U, η, η; t] = e
iθ[U ;t]
(
Λ
a
)N n−∏[
a4
∑
x
η(x)ϕ−0 (x)
] n+∏[
a4
∑
x
ϕ+†0 (x)η(x)
]
× ∏
λj>0
λj 6=Λ
(
λj
a
)
exp
[
a8
∑
x,y
η(x)G(t)(x, y)η(y)
]
, (3.64)
where the variation of the phase θ[U ; t] is given by eq. (3.48) and the measure
term for the auxiliary basis will be calculated later. We see that the vital
characterization as the chiral theory is contained in the phase θ[U ; t] which
may be computed, only after finding the ideal basis {v, v} (or the associ-
ated measure). For our discussion of CP breaking, however, only a certain
property of the measure term L{v,v}ξ [U ; t] will turn out to be sufficient.
3.3 CP transformed generating functional
3.3.1 Generating functional and CP transformation
We first note
‖1−R[UCPij (x)]‖ = ‖1− R[Uij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)]‖,
‖1−R[UCPi4 (x)]‖ = ‖1− R[Ui4(x¯− aˆi)]‖, (3.65)
according to the CP transformation law of the plaquette variables in Ap-
pendix D. Thus, if U is an admissible configuration, so is UCP; CP preserves
the admissibility. Note however that U and UCP may belong to different
topological sectors in general. In fact, the index n+ − n− is opposite for U
and for UCP:
Tr Γ5(U) = n+ − n− = −TrΓ5(UCP), (3.66)
from (D.12).
Now, let us consider the CP transformed generating functional9
ZF[U
CP,−W−1ηT , ηTW ; t] =
∫
D[ψ]D[ψ] e−SF , (3.68)
9It is possible to write this formula as
ZF[U
CP,−W−1ηT , ηTW ; t] (3.67)
=
∫
D[ψCP]D[ψ
CP
]
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where
SF = a
4
∑
x
[ψ(x)D(UCP)ψ(x) + ψ(x)W−1ηT (x)− ηT (x)Wψ(x)], (3.69)
and D[ψ]D[ψ] =
∏
j dcj
∏
k dck. Here the ideal basis vectors in ψ(x) =∑
j vj(x)cj and ψ(x) =
∑
k ckvk(x) are defined through the constraints:
P
(t)
− (U
CP)vj(x) = vj(x), vk(x)P
(t)
+ (U
CP) = vk(x). (3.70)
The generating functional (3.68) can then be written as
ZF[U
CP,−W−1ηT , ηTW ; t] (3.71)
=
∫ ∏
j
dcj
∏
k
dck
exp
{
−a4∑
x
[ψ
′
(x)D(U)ψ′(x)− η(x)ψ′(x)− ψ′(x)η(x)]
}
,
where
ψ′(x) = [ψ(x¯)W−1]T =
∑
k
ck[vk(x¯)W
−1]T ,
ψ
′
(x) = [−Wψ(x¯)]T =∑
j
[−Wvj(x¯)]T cj . (3.72)
Since the basis vectors in eq. (3.72),
v′k = (vkW
−1)T , v′j = (−Wvj)T , (3.73)
satisfy the constraints
P
(2−t)
− (U)v
′
k = v
′
k, v
′
jP
(2−t)
+ (U) = v
′
j, (3.74)
a comparison of eq. (3.71) with the original generating functional (2.35) shows
ZF[U
CP,−W−1ηT , ηTW ; t] = ZF[U, η, η; 2− t]. (3.75)
Thus the sole effect of the CP transformation is given by the change of the
parameter, t→ 2−t (Fig.3.1). Instead of repeating the calculation in Sec. 3.2
for UCP, it is thus enough to examine the effect of t→ 2− t in eq. (3.64).10
In eq. (3.64), we note that the zero-modes ϕ−0 , ϕ
+
0 and the eigenvalues λj are
independent of t (see the previous section). The change t→ 2− t, however,
exp
{
−a4
∑
x
[ψ
CP
(x)D(UCP)ψCP(x) + ψ
CP
(x)W−1ηT (x)− ηT (x)WψCP(x)]
}
.
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0 1 2
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t 2-t
singular!
Figure 3.1: One-parameter family of chiral gauge theories
causes the exchange of Ψ+ and Ψ− as shown in eq. (3.57) and thus N → N ,
where
N =
{
N− for t > 1,
N+ for t < 1.
(3.77)
Thus, we immediately have
ZF[U
CP,−W−1ηT , ηTW ; t]
= eiθ[U ;2−t]
(
Λ
a
)N n−∏[
a4
∑
x
η(x)ϕ−0 (x)
] n+∏[
a4
∑
x
ϕ+†0 (x)η(x)
] ∏
λj>0
λj 6=Λ
(
λj
a
)
× exp
[
a8
∑
x,y
η(x)G(2−t)(x, y)η(y)
]
, (3.78)
for the generating functional.
3.3.2 CP property of the measure term
To derive CP transformation law of the fermion generating functional, we
must investigate the relation between the phase factors, eθ[U ;t] and eθ[U ;2−t].
Since their variation under an infinitesimal variation of the link variable is
described with the measure terms (3.48), we examine the CP properties of
One thus sees that there are two possible sources of CP violation: An explicit breaking in
the action and an anomalous breaking in the path integral measure.
10The dimensionality of fermionic spaces before and after CP transformation is however
different,
Tr[P
(2−t)
+ (U) + P
(2−t)
− (U)]− Tr[P
(t)
+ (U) + P
(t)
− (U)] = 2
t− 1
|t− 1| (n+ − n−), (3.76)
namely, the dimensionality jumps at t = 1 in the presence of topologically non-trivial
gauge field.
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the measure terms. We first calculate the measure terms for the auxiliary
basis L{w,w}ξ and then discuss their CP properties.
Measure term for the auxiliary basis
Here, let us consider the measure term (3.49) for the auxiliary basis. Namely,
L{w,w}ξ [U ; t] = i
∑
j
(wj, δξwj) + i
∑
k
(δξw
†
k, w
†
k). (3.79)
Noting H2wj = λ
2
jwj and thus
δξλ
2
j = (wj, δξH
2wj), (3.80)
we have from eq. (3.58),
(δξw
†
j , w
†
j) = −
1
2λ2j
(wj, [H, δξH ]wj) + (δξwj, wj). (3.81)
Taking the contribution of zero-modes into account, we thus have
L{w,w}ξ [U ; t] = i
n−∑
(ϕ−0 , δξϕ
−
0 ) + i
n+∑
(δξϕ
+
0 , ϕ
+
0 )−
i
2
∑
λj>0
(ϕ−j , [H
−1, δξH ]ϕ
−
j ).
(3.82)
The last term may be written in a basis independent way
− i
2
Tr′[H−1, δξH ]P
(t)
− =
i
4
Tr′(H−1δξHγ
(t)
5 − δξHH−1γ(t)5 )
=
i
4
Tr′ δξH(γ
(t)
5 + γ
(2−t)
5 )H
−1, (3.83)
where Tr′ denotes the trace over the subspace of non-zero modes of the her-
mitian operator H .11 In deriving the last line, we have used the relation
H−1γ
(t)
5 = −γ(2−t)5 H−1 being valid in this subspace. Noting H−1γ5γ5δξH =
D−1δξD, we have
L{w,w}ξ [U ; t] = i
n−∑
(ϕ−0 , δξϕ
−
0 ) + i
n+∑
(δξϕ
+
0 , ϕ
+
0 ) +
i
4
Tr′ δξD(γ
(t)
5 + γ
(2−t)
5 )D
−1.
(3.84)
This expression shows that the auxiliary basis wj and wk cannot be a
physically sensible one (namely, we cannot take them as ideal basis {v, v} =
11One thus has to be careful whether the operator concerned preserves this subspace
when using the cyclic property of the trace.
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{w,w}) because the measure term is non-local, containing the propaga-
tor D−1. In fact, we see that iL{w,w}ξ is identical to (a variation of) the
main part of the imaginary part of the fermion effective action (2.42), when
there are no zero-modes. Consequently, this basis when identified as {v, v} =
{w,w} modifies the physical contents of the theory, eliminating the imagi-
nary part. This explains why the generating functional with this basis is
gauge invariant, even if the fermion multiplet is not anomaly-free. Neverthe-
less, this basis is convenient as an intermediate tool as one can work out all
the quantities.
CP properties of L{w,w}ξ and L{v,v}ξ
From (3.84), we can see easily that the measure terms for the auxiliary ba-
sis L{w,w}ξ is invariant under t→ 2− t:
L{w,w}ξ [U ; 2− t] = L{w,w}ξ [U ; t]. (3.85)
Moreover, in the previous chapter, we have observed that the require-
ments for the ideal measure term are given by eqs. (2.46) and (2.47).12 The
remarkable fact is that these conditions are invariant under t→ 2− t. Thus,
if we have an ideal measure term Lξ[U ; t] which works for U with respect
to γ
(t)
5 , then we may use the same measure term for U with respect to γ
(2−t)
5 .
Therefore, we may set without loss of generality
L{v,v}ξ [U ; 2− t] = L{v,v}ξ [U ; t]. (3.86)
This equality can be interpreted in a more physically transparent lan-
guage; this is equivalent to the CP invariance of the measure term. To see
this, let us recall that basis vectors for UCP with respect to γ
(t)
5 [which is
specified by eq. (3.70)] and basis vectors for U with respect to γ
(2−t)
5 [which
is specified by eq. (3.74)] can be related as eq. (3.73). This particular choice
of bases, which may always be made, leads to
Lξ[UCP; t] = Lξ[U ; 2 − t], (3.87)
and thus eq. (3.86) implies
Lξ[UCP; t] = Lξ[U ; t]. (3.88)
12Other important requirements have been that the measure term must be local, to be
consistent with the locality of the theory and that it must be smooth function of the link
variable.
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In fact, it is physically natural to take basis vectors such that the rela-
tion (3.88) holds. In the continuum theory, the action of the Weyl fermion
is CP invariant and the imaginary part of the effective action is too (it is
independent of the regularization chosen and is given by the so-called η-
invariant [64]). This property is shared with our lattice transcription (2.42),
as one can verify from CP transformation law of various operators.13 If the
measure term is not invariant under CP, it then produces another unphysical
source of CP breaking as eq. (2.39) shows. In other words, the require-
ment (3.88) eliminates an unnecessary CP violation which may result from
a wrong choice of the fermion measure (which might be called “fake CP
anomaly”). Fortunately, it is always possible to construct the CP invariant
ideal measure term by the average over CP [25, 30]:
L{v,v}ξ [U ; t] = a4
∑
x
ξaµ(x)j
a
µ(x)[U ; t]
→ 1
2
[
a4
∑
x
ξaµ(x)j
a
µ(x)[U ; t] + a
4
∑
x
ξCPaµ (x)j
a
µ(x)[U
CP; t]
]
. (3.91)
This average is possible even if U and UCP belong to different topological
sectors M and MCP, because the CP operation defines a differentiable one-
to-one onto-mapping from M to MCP. Then CP invariance of the measure
term is ensured and this is equivalent to eq. (3.86), and vice versa.
From these analysis, we have
δξθ[U
CP ; t] = δξθ[U ; 2− t]
= −L{v,v}ξ [U ; 2− t] + L{w,w}ξ [U ; 2− t]
= δξθ[U ; t], (3.92)
and, as result,
δξ(θ[U ; 2− t]− θ[U ; t]) = 0. (3.93)
13One should however be careful about the meaning of the variation δξ. Under Uµ(x)→
Uµ(x) + δξUµ(x), the CP transformed configuration changes as U
CP
µ (x) → UCPµ (x) +
δξU
CP
µ (x). With this understanding, defining
δξU
CP
µ (x) = aξ
CP
µ (x)U
CP
µ (x), (3.89)
one has
ξCPµ (x) =
{
−UCPi (x)ξi(x¯− aiˆ)∗UCPi (x)−1, for µ = i,
ξ4(x¯)
∗, for µ = 4.
(3.90)
Note that (ξCPµ )
CP(x) = ξµ(x) corresponding to (U
CP
µ )
CP(x) = Uµ(x). This definition of
the variation implies, in particular, δξD(U
CP) = WδξD(U)
TW−1.
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Therefore the difference, θ[U ; 2 − t]− θ[U ; t], if it exists, is a constant:
θ[U ; 2 − t] = θ[U ; t] + θM , (3.94)
where the constant θM is assigned for each topological sector M , U ∈M .
3.3.3 CP transformation law of the fermion generating
functional
From the above analysis, we have
ZF[U
CP,−W−1ηT , ηTW ; t]
= eiθM
(
Λ
a
)N−N exp [a8∑x,y η(x)G(2−t)(x, y)η(y)]
exp
[
a8
∑
x,y η(x)G
(t)(x, y)η(y)
] ZF[U, η, η; t].
(3.95)
In particular, in the vacuum sector which contains the trivial configuration
Uµ0(x) = 1, U
CP
0 = U0 and thus one has θM = 0 (recall that the phase
depends only on the link variable).
From eq. (3.95), we see that the CP breaking in this formulation appears
in three places: (I) Difference in the overall constant phase θM . (II) Difference
in the overall coefficient (Λ/a)N−N (III) Difference in the propagator, G(t)
and G(2−t). We discuss their implications in this order:
(I) The constant phase θM may be absorbed into a redefinition of the
phase factor ϑM in eq. (2.34) as
ϑM → ϑM + 1
2
θM , ϑMCP → ϑMCP − 1
2
θM . (3.96)
Then the overall phases in ZF[U ] and ZF[U
CP] become identical (no “CP
anomaly” from the path integral measure) and the discussion of CP violation
is reduced to how one should choose the “topological phase” ϑM ; this is a
problem analogous to the strong CP problem in continuum theory.
(II) The breaking (Λ/a)N−N can also be absorbed into the topological
weight NM in eq. (2.34). Namely, we may redefine
NM → NM
(
Λ
a
)(−N+N)/2
, NMCP → NMCP
(
Λ
a
)(N−N)/2
. (3.97)
This redefinition is consistent because the roles of N and N are exchanged
under U ↔ UCP. Note that
−N +N =
{
n+ − n−, for t > 1,
n− − n+, for t < 1, (3.98)
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due to the chirality sum rule [57, 58]. (The index n+ − n− does not depend
on f(H2), see Appendix B.) The simplest CP invariant choice is then NM = 1
for all topological sectors. However, whether this simplest choice is consis-
tent with other physical requirements, such as the cluster decomposition, is
another question which we do not discuss in this thesis. Interestingly, this
simplest CP invariant choice is also suggested [31] by a matching with the
“Majorana formulation”.
(III) It seems impossible to remedy the breaking G(2−t) 6= G(t) in the
propagator. Note that the propagator is independent of the choice of the
basis vectors or the path integral measure. For the symmetric choice t = 1,
γ
(1)
5 = Γ5/
√
Γ25 is plagued with the singularity due to zero-modes of Γ5, whose
inevitable presence has been proven under rather mild assumptions as has
been discussed before. However, observe that the CP breaking for t 6= 1 is
quite modest. For example, when there are no zero-modes,
G(2−t) = P
(2−t)
−
1
D
P
(2−t)
+ = G
(t) +
a(1− t)f(H2)√
1 + t(t− 2)H2f 2(H2)
γ5, (3.99)
thus the breaking term is local. In particular, for the conventional choice,
t = 2 and f(H2) = 1,
G(2−t)(x, y) = G(t)(x, y)− aγ5 1
a4
δx,y, (3.100)
and the breaking appears as an (ultra-local) contact term, as we have noted
in Subsec. 3.1.2. It is thus expected that this breaking is safely removed in
a suitable continuum limit in the case of pure chiral gauge theory. However,
there appear additional complications when the Yukawa coupling is included
and the Higgs field acquires the expectation value; this issue will be discussed
in the following section.
In summary, the inherent CP violation in this framework emerges only in
the fermion propagator which is connected to external sources in the case of
pure chiral gauge theory. This implies that diagrams with external fermion
lines or with a fermion composite operator would behave differently from the
naively expected one under CP, but the vacuum polarization, for example,
respects CP. As for other possible sources of CP violation in relative topolog-
ical weight factors, the same problem appears in continuum theory also and
it is not particular to the present formulation of lattice chiral gauge theory.
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3.4 CP breaking in lattice chiral gauge theo-
ries with Yukawa couplings
It is straightforward to add the Yukawa coupling to the present formulation.
By introducing the right-handed Weyl fermion and the Higgs field, we set
SF = a
4
∑
x
[ψL(x)DψL(x) + ψR(x)D
′ψR(x)
+ψL(x)φ(x)ψR(x) + ψR(x)φ
†(x)ψL(x)
−ψL(x)ηL(x)− ηL(x)ψL(x)− ψR(x)ηR(x)− ηR(x)ψR(x)],
(3.101)
where
P
(t)
− ψL = ψL, ψLP
(t)
+ = ψL,
P
′(t)
+ ψR = ψR, ψRP
′(t)
− = ψR. (3.102)
We assume that the left-handed fermion ψL(x) belongs to the representa-
tion RL of the gauge group and the right-handed fermion ψR(x) belongs
to RR (the Higgs field φ(x) transforms as RL⊗ (RR)∗). The gauge couplings
in the Dirac operator D (D′), and correspondingly in P
(t)
− and P
(t)
+ (P
′(t)
+
and P
′(t)
− ), are thus defined with respect to the representation RL (RR).
From now, we assume a perturbative treatment of the Higgs coupling.
Then we note the relation
ZF[U, φ, ηL, ηL, ηR, ηR; t] =
∫
D[ψ]D[ψ] e−SF
= exp
{
a−4
∑
x
[
∂
∂ηL(x)
P
(t)
+ φ(x)P
′(t)
+
∂
∂ηR(x)
+
∂
∂ηR(x)
P
′(t)
− φ
†(x)P
(t)
−
∂
∂ηL(x)
]}
×ZF[U, 0, ηL, ηL, ηR, ηR; t],
(3.103)
because the fermion integration measure refers to neither source fields nor
the Higgs field. The generating functional without the Yukawa coupling can
be analyzed as before, and we have14
ZF[U, 0, ηL, ηL, ηR, ηR; t]
14It is interesting to note that topologically non-trivial (i.e., n+−n− 6= 0, n′+−n′− 6= 0)
sectors also contribute to fermion number non-violating processes in the presence of the
Yukawa coupling.
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= eiθ[U ;t]
(
Λ
a
)N n−∏[
a4
∑
x
ηL(x)ϕ
−
0 (x)
] n+∏[
a4
∑
x
ϕ+†0 (x)ηL(x)
] ∏
λj>0
λj 6=Λ
(
λj
a
)
× exp
[
a8
∑
x,y
ηL(x)G
(t)(x, y)ηL(y)
]
×
(
Λ
a
)N ′ n′+∏[
a4
∑
x
ηR(x)ϕ
′+
0 (x)
] n′−∏[
a4
∑
x
ϕ′−†0 (x)ηR(x)
]
× ∏
λ′
j
>0
λ′
j
6=Λ
(
λ′j
a
)
exp
[
a8
∑
x,y
ηR(x)G
′(t)(x, y)ηR(y)
]
, (3.104)
as a product of left-handed and right-handed contributions. In this expres-
sion, all quantities with the prime (′) are defined with respect to H ′ = aγ5D
′
and
D′G′(t)(x, y) = P
′(t)
− (x, y)−
n′−∑
ϕ′−0 (x)ϕ
′−†
0 (y). (3.105)
By repeating the same arguments as before15 for ZF[U, 0, ηL, ηL, ηR, ηR; t]
we finally have, corresponding to eq. (3.95),
ZF[U
CP, φ†,−W−1ηTL, ηTLW,−W−1ηTR, ηTRW ; t]
= eiθM
(
Λ
a
)N−N−N ′+N ′
exp
{
a−4
∑
x
[
∂
∂ηL(x)
P
(2−t)
+ φ(x)P
′(2−t)
+
∂
∂ηR(x)
+
∂
∂ηR(x)
P
′(2−t)
− φ
†(x)P
(2−t)
−
∂
∂ηL(x)
]}
×
exp
{
a8
∑
x,y
[
ηL(x)G
(2−t)(x, y)ηL(y) + ηR(x)G
′(2−t)(x, y)ηR(y)
]}
exp
{
a8
∑
x,y
[
ηL(x)G
(t)(x, y)ηL(y) + ηR(x)G
′(t)(x, y)ηR(y)
]}
×ZF[U, 0, ηL, ηL, ηR, ηR; t]. (3.108)
15Since the charge conjugation flips the chirality as
ψRD
′ψR = (ψ
T
RC)D
′
RR→(RR)∗
(−C−1ψTR), (3.106)
and
(ψTRC)P
(2−t)
+,RR→(RR)∗ = (ψ
T
RC), P
(2−t)
−,RR→(RR)∗
(−C−1ψTR) = (−C−1ψ
T
R), (3.107)
the right-handed fermion may be treated as the left-handed one, belonging to the conjugate
representation (RR)
∗ (with the change t→ 2−t). In particular, the reconstruction theorem
is applied with trivial modifications.
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Thus we see that the effect of the CP breaking appears precisely in the
same places as before, except for the terms consisting of Yukawa couplings
connected by the propagators.16 However, when the Higgs field acquires the
expectation value, a completely new situation arises. Setting φ(x) = v, the
fermion propagators read
〈ψL(x)ψL(y)〉F
〈1〉F = P
(t)
−
1
D − v+D′−1v−P
(t)
+ (x, y),
〈ψL(x)ψR(y)〉F
〈1〉F = P
(t)
−
1
v− −D′v−1+ D
P
′(t)
− (x, y),
〈ψR(x)ψR(y)〉F
〈1〉F = P
′(t)
+
1
D′ − v−D−1v+P
′(t)
− (x, y),
〈ψR(x)ψL(y)〉F
〈1〉F = P
′(t)
+
1
v+ −Dv−1− D′
P
(t)
+ (x, y), (3.109)
where we have defined v+ = P
(t)
+ vP
′(t)
+ and v− = P
′(t)
− v
†P
(t)
− . One thus sees
that this time the change t → 2 − t produces non-local differences in the
propagator. For example, in 〈ψL(x)ψR(y)〉F/〈1〉F, the difference P ′(2−t)− −
P
′(t)
− ∝ a(t − 1)D′γ5f(H ′2) cannot cancel the denominator v− − D′v−1+ D,
leaving a non-local difference.17 Though we expect naively that this breaking,
even if it is non-local, will eventually be removed in a suitable continuum
limit, a more careful study is required to confirm this expectation.18 (If one
forms the free Dirac-type propagator, the CP breaking does not appear in
the propagator. This means that the coupling of chiral gauge fields induces
CP breaking.)
16Note that the same projection operator, P
′(2−t)
+ for example, appears in the Yukawa
vertex in the combination φ(x)P
′(2−t)
+ and in the propagator of the Weyl fermion in the
combination P
′(2−t)
+ /D
′. Consequently, it does not matter if one says that CP is broken
either by the propagator or by the Yukawa vertex. When RL = RR, however, it is natural
to combine ψL and ψR into a Dirac fermion ψ. In this case, the propagator of ψ is
manifestly CP invariant and the (chirally symmetric) Yukawa vertex breaks CP.
17Although the kernel 1/(v−−D′v−1+ D)(x, y) decays exponentially as |x− y| → ∞, this
cannot be regarded as local; the decaying rate in the lattice unit is ∼ 1/(
√
vv†a)→∞ in
the continuum limit, because vv† is kept fixed in this limit (i.e., vv† has the physical mass
scale).
18This non-local CP breaking will persist for a non-perturbative treatment of the Higgs
coupling, though a detailed analysis remains to be performed.
Chapter 4
Conclusion and Discussion
In this thesis we have analyzed CP breaking in lattice chiral gauge theory,
which is a result of the very definition of chirality (3.16) for the Ginsparg-
Wilson operator [38]. First, we showed that this CP breaking is directly
related to the basic notions of locality and absence of species doubling in the
Ginsparg-Wilson operator [40]. Although the non-perturbative construction
of the ideal path integral measure for non-abelian chiral gauge theories has
not been established yet, we analyzed the CP transformation properties of
the fermion generating functional on the basis of a working ansatz [41]. Our
conclusion is that there exists no “CP anomaly” arising from the path inte-
gral measure. The breaking of CP is thus limited to the explicit breaking in
the action of chiral gauge theory, and it basically appears in the fermion prop-
agator in the formulation with Ginsparg-Wilson operators. When the Higgs
field has no vacuum expectation value or in pure chiral gauge theory with-
out the Higgs field, it emerges as an (almost)contact term. In the presence
of the Higgs expectation value, however, the breaking becomes intrinsically
non-local. We naively expect that these breakings in the propagator, either
local or non-local, do not survive in a suitable continuum limit, though a
detailed analysis is needed. One might also consider the CP invariant action
with projection operators which are singular on top of the would-be species
doublers in the case of free fermions or on top of topological modes in the
presence of instantons, and one might hope that those singularities are not
so serious in an appropriate continuum limit in some practical applications.
But a more careful analysis is required to make a definite conclusion about
these practical issues.
Let us now take up some topics related to both of the CP symmetry and
the lattice chiral symmetry, which have not been described in this thesis.
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CP breakings of weak matrix elements
In this thesis, we have considered CP breakings which appear in the fermion
generating functional and have not investigated CP breakings in the expec-
tation values of general composite operators. In this case, further complica-
tions could arise. As an example, we comment on the computation of the
kaon B parameter, BK in lattice QCD(see, for example, refs. [65, 66]). The
following matrix element of the effective weak Hamiltonian is then relevant:
〈K0| sγ5Γ5γµ1− γ5
2
γ5Γ5d sγ5Γ5γµ
1− γ5
2
γ5Γ5d |K0〉, (4.1)
where we have adopted the O(a) improved operator [67]. Since the gauge
action and the Ginsparg-Wilson action in QCD are invariant under CP, its
CP transformation:
〈K0| dγ5Γ5γµ1− γ5
2
γ5Γ5s dγ5Γ5γµ
1− γ5
2
γ5Γ5s |K0〉. (4.2)
coincides with the lattice transcription of the naive CP transformation of eq.
(4.1). This shows that the O(a) improvement in ref. [67], which eliminates
O(a) chiral symmetry breakings (in the sense of continuum theory), main-
tains the desired behavior of the amplitude (4.1) under CP.
From a view point of the present analysis of CP symmetry in the lat-
tice chiral gauge theory respecting the gauge invariance, however, the above
O(a) improved expression of the effective Hamiltonian, if applied to off-shell
amplitudes, is not completely satisfactory.1 For example, one can confirm
that the right-handed component of the s(1−γ5)/2 quark2 contributes to the
above weak effective Hamiltonian in eq. (4.1), if applied to off-shell Green’s
functions. Although this is the order O(a) effect, this breaks SU(2)L gauge
symmetry of electroweak interactions. This illustrates that great care need
to be exercised in the analysis of lattice chiral symmetry and CP invariance,
when the expectation values of general composite operators are considered.
Domain wall fermion and modified CP transformation
As a closely related formulation to Ginsparg-Wilson fermions, the domain
wall fermion [5, 6, 34] [68]-[70] is well-known. In one representation of the
1For on-shell amplitudes such as in eq. (4.1), the amplitude is reduced to the one in
continuum V − A theory if the equations of motion for quarks are used. In this sense,
eq. (4.1) and other schemes are consistent. We thank Martin Lu¨scher for bringing this
fact to our attention.
2The right-handed component of an anti-quark does not couple to the W boson either
in continuum theory or in the standard lattice formulation with the overlap operator.
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domain wall fermion in the infinite flavor limit, the domain wall fermion be-
comes identical to the overlap fermion (A.23). In this case, one may expect
that the conflict between CP symmetry and chiral theory naturally persists.
Recently, in [71], the conflict with CP symmetry have been shown in a for-
mulation of the domain wall fermion where the light field variables q and q¯
together with Pauli-Villars fields Q and Q¯ are utilized [68]-[70]. A modified
form of lattice CP transformation motivated by the domain wall fermion has
also been discussed there. For the left-handed Weyl fermion defined by the
Dirac operator satisfying the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation (2.4), this CP
transformation is defined by
ψL → ψCPL = −W−1
[
ψ¯L
1
γ5Γ5(U)
]T
,
ψ¯L → ψ¯CPL = [γ5Γ5(U)ψL]T W, (4.3)
where ψL = Pˆ−ψ and ψ¯L = ψ¯P¯+ at t = 2 in (2.22). An interesting feature
of this modified lattice CP transformation is that one can confirm that the
chiral action with Ginsparg-Wilson operator is invariant under this CP trans-
formation. Moreover, one can show that the Jacobian for this modified CP
transformation gives unity and all CP violation effects appear in the source
terms for ψL and ψ¯L. As a result, this analysis is perfectly consistent with
our present analysis, though this modified CP transformation is applicable to
only the topologically trivial sector because of the singularities in 1/γ5Γ5(U).
Time reversal
We have not discussed the time-reversal in this thesis, which is the important
discrete symmetry in chiral gauge theory. Since the time-reversal operator is
referred to as an antilinear or antiunitary operator in continuum Lorentzian
space-time, we have to begin with defining the time-reversal on the lattice,
in other words, in the discrete Euclidean space-time. While one also expects
the CPT invariance on the lattice, it is important to examine these symme-
tries in more detail.
For further analyses of these issues, we believe that this thesis will provide a
good starting point.
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Appendix A
Introduction to lattice gauge
theory
In this appendix we shall review the basics of lattice gauge theory concisely.
First, the lattice gauge fields are introduced and the gauge action is con-
structed. We next point out the difficulties one encounters when putting
fermions on the lattice. Finally, a recent progress in the treatment of the
fermions is reviewed. The contents are restricted to those properties which
are useful to understand this thesis and to theoretical issues. An excel-
lent introduction to lattice gauge theory is provided by the reviews [72] and
books [73, 74, 75].
A.1 Lattice gauge fields
Lattice gauge theory is a quantum field theory formulated on a discrete Eu-
clidean space time. The discrete space time acts as a non-perturbative reg-
ularization scheme and enables non-perturbative studies. Since all compo-
nents of momenta are limited to the Brillouin zone [−π/a, π/a] at the lattice
spacing a, there are no ultraviolet infinities. Various physical quantities are
calculated on the lattice and then the continuum limit is taken. When the
continuum limit is taken, the bare coupling g0 has to be tuned with the lat-
tice spacing a so that physical quantities may be finite in the limit of zero
lattice spacing.
On the lattice the gauge fields are represented by link variables Uµ(x) on
the link. The link variable is an element of the gauge group G, for example,
SU(N) or U(1). The relation between Uµ(x) and the vector potential Aµ(x)
is written as
Uµ(x) = e
iagAµ(x+aµˆ/2). (A.1)
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site
x = an = a(n1, n2, n3, n4)
n ∈ Z4
cutoff∼ 1
a
pµ ∈
[
−pi
a
, pi
a
]
link
a
µˆ
νˆ
Figure A.1: Lattice theory
Under gauge transformations
Uµ(x)→ Λ(x)Uµ(x)Λ(x+ aµˆ)−1, Λ(x) ∈ G. (A.2)
The gauge covariant variables corresponding to the field strength in contin-
uum are plaquette variables Uµν(x) which are the product of link variables
around an elementary plaquette:
Uµν(x) = Uµ(x)Uν(x+ aµˆ)U
†
µ(x+ aνˆ)U
†
ν (x). (A.3)
The gauge action, which is called the Wilson action, is defined in terms of
these plaquette variables as
SG =
1
g20
a4
∑
x,µ6=ν
Tr (1− Uµν(x)) , (A.4)
with g0 being the bare coupling. This action agrees with the continuum
theory in the classical continuum limit 1.
1The classical continuum limit means that the limit of zero lattice spacing alone is
considered.
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A.2 Fermion doubling problem and Nielsen-
Ninomiya no-go theorem
The fermion doubling is the problem that extra fermion species appear when
one naively puts the fermion on the lattice. In the following, we discuss this
problem. A naive massless Dirac fermion action is written as follows,2
SF = a
4
∑
x
ψ¯(x)Dψ(x)
= a4
∑
x
ψ¯(x)(∂µ + ∂
∗
µ)ψ(x)
= a4
∑
x,µ
ψ¯(x)
γµ
2a
(ψ(x+ aµˆ)− ψ(x− aµˆ)) , (A.7)
which is invariant under the naive chiral symmetry
ψ(x) → ψ′(x) = ψ(x) + iǫγ5ψ(x),
ψ¯(x) → ψ¯′(x) = ψ¯(x) + iǫψ¯(x)γ5, (A.8)
with a real infinitesimal parameter ǫ and see Appendix D for γ-matrix con-
ventions. Then the propagator is given by
< ψ(x)ψ¯(y) >=
∫ pi/a
−pi/a
dp4
(2π)4
eip(x−y)a
a
i
∑
µ γµ sin apµ
. (A.9)
We set p˜µ =
i
a
sin apµ and see the poles of this propagator in momentum
space. By Fig.(A.2) we easily find that p˜µ has two zeros. From this, the
propagator in 4 dimension has 16 massless poles. Hence the above lattice
theory contains sixteen species of fermions. The excitation around pµ =
(0, 0, 0, 0) is called the physical mode and 15 modes except the physical mode
are called doubler modes. This is the well-known fermion doubling problem.
To obtain the correct continuum limit, doubler modes must be eliminated.
A.2.1 Wilson fermion
In the lattice theory one has the freedom to add the irrelevant operator to
the action and thus there are many different actions which have the same
2On the lattice the derivative is replaced by the difference operator. We define the
forward difference operators ∂µ and the backward difference operators as follows,
∂µψ(x) =
1
2a
(ψ(x + aµˆ)− ψ(x)) , (A.5)
∂∗µψ(x) =
1
2a
(ψ(x) − ψ(x− aµˆ)) . (A.6)
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Figure A.2: Plot of p˜µ versus pµ in the Brillouin zone
−π/a
π/a
pµ
p˜µ
classical continuum limit. The action described above has been chosen as the
simplest one. Let us now modify the action (A.7) by adding a term with a
second difference operator which vanishes in the classical continuum limit [3].
Thus we have
S
(W )
F = a
4
∑
x,µ
ψ¯(x)(γµ(∂µ + ∂
∗
µ)−
a
2
r∂µ∂
∗
µ)ψ(x)
= a4
∑
x,µ
ψ¯(x)
{
γµ
2a
(ψ(x+ aµˆ)− ψ(x− aµˆ))
− r
2a
(ψ(x+ aµˆ) + ψ(x− aµˆ)− 2ψ(x))
}
, (A.10)
with a constant r which is called the Wilson parameter. The above action
has the mass term in the momentum space as follows,
M(p) =
r
a
∑
µ
(1− cos pµa)
=
{
0 for physical mode,
C/a for doubler modes,
(A.11)
where C is a constant which is different from each doubler mode. Thus the
doubler modes get masses proportional to r/a in virtue of the Wilson term.
As the result the doubler modes decouple in the continuum limit when the
Wilson fermion is used. It is clear, however, that the Wilson fermion ac-
tion has no naive chiral symmetry (A.8) because of the Wilson term. This
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conflict between no doublers and that the naive chiral symmetry has been ex-
amined in detail and has been summarized in the following no-go theorem [4].
Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem
Lattice Dirac operator D cannot have the following properties simultane-
ously.
(a) D(x, y) is local.
(b) D˜(p) = iγµpµ+O(ap2) for p≪ pia . (the correct behaviour in the classical
continuum limit)
(c) D˜(p) is invertible when p 6= 0 (mod 2pi
a
). (no massless doublers)
(d) {γ5, D} = 0. (naive chiral symmetry)
where D˜(p) is the Fourier transform of D(x, y).
The properties (a) and (b) are important for getting the correct continuum
theory in the continuum limit. Therefore this theorem suggests that one
may remove the doubler modes at the expense of breaking the naive chiral
symmetry and it had been considered that putting a single massless fermion
on the lattice is difficult. However a recent progress allows a single massless
fermion on the lattice. We discuss this in the following section.
Now that we have defined the lattice action of vector-like theory, let us
construct the quantum theory by using the path integral in the remainder
of this subsection. We first make the Wilson fermion action (A.10) invariant
under the gauge transformations
ψ(x)→ Λ(x)ψ(x), ψ¯(x)→ ψ¯(x)Λ−1(x), (A.12)
where Λ(x) is an element of the gauge group. Using the link variables Uµ(x),
the gauge invariant fermion action is written as
S
(W )
F = a
4
∑
x,y,µ
ψ¯(x)
(
/C(x, y) +B(x, y) +
m0
a
δx,y
)
ψ(y),
= a4
∑
x,y,µ
1
2a
ψ¯(x)
[
γµ
(
Uµ(x)ψ(x+ aµˆ)− U †µ(x− aµˆ)ψ(x− aµˆ)
)
+r
(
2ψ(x)− Uµ(x)ψ(x+ aµˆ)− U †µ(x− aµˆ)ψ(x− aµˆ)
)]
+
m0
a
ψ¯(x)ψ(x), (A.13)
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where /C = γµCµ and
Cµ(x, y) =
1
2a
[
δxµ+µˆa,yµUµ(x)− δxµ,yµ+µˆaU †µ(y)
]
, (A.14)
B(x, y) =
r
2a
∑
µ
[
2δx,y − δxµ+µˆa,yµUµ(x)− δxµ,yµ+µˆaU †µ(y)
]
, (A.15)
with m0 being the bare mass parameter. To construct the quantum the-
ory, we must define the integration measure. We adopt an invariant group
measure, the Haar measure, D[U ] as the measure of the integration over
the link variables and introduce Berezin integration as the integration over
fermion fields. Consequently, we obtain the path integral expression for the
expectation value of O:
〈O〉 = 1
Z
∫
D[U ]D[ψ¯]D[ψ]O e−S,
Z =
∫
D[U ]D[ψ¯]D[ψ] e−S, (A.16)
where S = SG[U ] + S
(W )
F [U, ψ, ψ¯]. An arbitrary correlation function contain-
ing the fermion fields and the link variables in the above formulation can be
calculated from the above path integral. Of course, when we try to treat a
massless fermions, we need a fine tuning of the parameter m0 to keep the
fermion massless in the continuum limit because of the breaking of chiral
symmetry.
A.2.2 Chiral gauge theory with the Wilson fermion
We have just discussed the vector-like theory on the lattice. Now we consider
the lattice formulation of chiral gauge theory with the Wilson fermion. In
chiral gauge theory, the chiral symmetry is gauged, but the Wilson fermion
action breaks chiral symmetry. This means that this formulation breaks
gauge invariance and thus we suffer from the gauge degrees of freedom and
must try to recover the gauge symmetry in the continuum limit. We next il-
lustrate the above situation by an example [14]. We assume that the fermions
which have colors are left-handed. The chiral fermion action with the Wilson
fermion is given by
SF = a
4
∑
x,y,µ
ψ¯L(x) /C(x, y)ψL(y)− a
(
ψ¯R(x)B(x, y)ψL(y) + h.c.
)
,
(A.17)
where
ψL =
1− γ5
2
ψ, ψ¯L = ψ¯
1 + γ5
2
,
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ψR =
1 + γ5
2
ψ, ψ¯R = ψ¯
1− γ5
2
, (A.18)
and where ψR is a gauge-neutral fermion introduced only in order to remove
the doublers of the charged left-handed fermion ψL. After the gauge trans-
formations ψL(x) → Λ(x) and Uµ(x) → Λ(x)Uµ(x)Λ(x + aµˆ), this action
becomes
SF = a
4
∑
x,y,µ
ψ¯L(x) /C(x, y)ψL(y)− a
(
ψ¯R(x)Λ(x)B(x, y)ψL(y) + h.c.
)
.
(A.19)
We see that the gauge degrees of freedom Λ(x) couple to the fermion because
the Wilson term breaks the gauge symmetry. The dynamics of this coupling
has drastic consequences for the fermion spectrum:for instance, the theory
becomes vector-like in the continuum limit [76]. It is clear that we need a
more clever idea if we use the Wilson fermion in the construction of lattice
chiral gauge theory. In this direction, two methods have been known:one
using different cutoffs for the fermions and the link variables and another
using the gauge fixing to control the gauge degrees of freedom. In the latter
method, abelian chiral gauge theory has been constructed in the continuum
limit [77].
A.3 Massless fermion on the lattice
The first breakthrough in the attempts to put a massless fermion on the
lattice may be traced to the domain wall fermion [5, 6], which was fol-
lowed by the overlap formalism [8, 9] and then a remarkable identity, which
first appeared in 1982 in the paper of Ginsparg and Wilson [11], was re-
discovered [10, 7]. This identity is the Ginsparg-Wilson relation:
Dγ5 + γ5D = 2aDγ5D. (A.20)
This relation avoids the Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem on account of the
term proportional to the lattice spacing in the right-hand side. The above
relation can be written, in terms of the kernel of Dirac operator, as follows,
D−1(x.y)γ5 + γ5D
−1(x, y) = 2aγ5δx,y. (A.21)
This expression means that the breaking of the naive chiral symmetry would
not have the effect on the physical amplitudes. Besides this relation repre-
sents the exact lattice chiral symmetry [12]. The fermion action with the
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Ginsparg-Wilson Dirac operator is invariant under the following transforma-
tion:
ψ → ψ′ = ψ + iǫγˆ5ψ,
ψ¯ → ψ¯′ = ψ¯ + iǫψ¯γ5, (A.22)
where γˆ5 ≡ γ5 − 2aγ5D (γˆ25 = 1). Thus it is expected that the formulation
with the Ginsparg-Wilson fermion has the same properties as the contin-
uum theory with the chiral symmetry 3. In general, the Ginsparg-Wilson
relation, however, does not guarantee the locality of the Dirac operator and
no doublers. Therefore it is important to find the Dirac operator satisfying
the Ginsparg-Wilson relation with such good properties. One of such Dirac
operators is the overlap Dirac operator [7], which is described explicitly as 4
D =
1
2a
1 +DW 1√
D†WDW
 , (A.23)
with DW is the Wilson-Dirac operator with the negative mass:
DW (x, y) = /C(x, y) +B(x, y)− 1
a
m0δx,y, (A.24)
with (A.14). The overlap Dirac operator is gauge-covariant and also is local
and smooth function of link variables when the admissibility condition [47,
48]:
‖1−R[Uµν(x)]‖ < 1
6(2 +
√
2)
, (A.25)
is satisfied for all plaquette variables 5. The fermion propagator has the single
pole for the physical mode and is free from species doublers, when we take
3The other implications of the Ginsparg-Wilson relation are [78]
• the formulation with this relation does not require fine tuning to obtain the pion
massless.
• neither the vector nor the flavor non-singlet axial vector current need renormaliza-
tion.
• there is no mixing between four-fermion operators in different chiral representations.
• the divergence of the flavor non-singlet axial vector current is non-anomalous, while
the flavor singlet axial vector current has the anomalous divergence.
4As such a Dirac operator, the fixed point action [10] is also well known.
5This restriction on the space of link variables is the sufficient condition to ensure the
locality and the smoothness of the Dirac operator.
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0 < m0 < 2. Moreover, the axial anomaly from the fermion measure has been
evaluated [53]-[56] in the continuum limit and also the perturbative proper-
ties of the lattice QCD with this Dirac operator has been discussed [79]-[82].
In addition, unitarity also has been established on the lattice in the case of
free fermion by showing that a Ka¨lle´n-Lehmann representation of the fermion
propagator has non-negative spectral density [16]. All analysis clearly show
that the lattice theory with the overlap Dirac operator reproduces the prop-
erties of massless Dirac fermion in continuum theory well. The overlap Dirac
operator satisfies the properties of (a), (b) and (c) in Nielsen-Ninomiya’s
theorem, but, of course, doesn’t satisfy (d).
Here, let us mention the definition of locality on the lattice. As the
definition of locality, we have adopted the exponential locality, which means
that the kernel has exponentially decaying tails at large distances:
‖D(x, y)‖ ≤ C e−γ|x−y|/a, (A.26)
where γ and C are constants and the norm ‖M‖ for a matrix M is defined
by
‖M‖ =
√
λmax(M †M), (A.27)
where λmax is maximal eigenvalues of M . The overlap Dirac operator (A.23)
is an example of the Dirac operator with such a locality. From the view point
of continuum limit this locality is as good as the strict locality. 6
A.3.1 Algebraic generalization of the Ginsparg-Wilson
relation
It is important to seek alternative lattice Dirac operators, from a theoretical
viewpoint, to deepen the understanding of Ginsparg-Wilson fermions. From
a numerical one, one might hope to improve the properties, such as chiral
symmetry and locality of Dirac operators, compared to the overlap Dirac op-
erator and the fixed point action. While this task is challenging and difficult,
a new class of lattice Dirac operators which are based on the algebraically
generalized Ginsparg-Wilson relation have been proposed [42]. This general
Ginsparg-Wilson relation is written as
γ5D +Dγ5 = 2aD(aγ5D)
2kγ5D, (A.28)
6The strict locality means that the two points, x and y, of the kernel of the Dirac
operator D(x, y) are only finite distances away in the lattice unit. The example of the
Dirac operator with this locality is the Wilson fermion (A.13).
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where k stands for a non-negative integer, and k = 0 corresponds to the
ordinary Ginsparg-Wilson relation. The solution D of this general Ginsparg-
Wilson relation (A.28) is given by
D =
1
a
γ5
1
2
γ5
1 +D(2k+1)W 1√
D
(2k+1)†
W D
(2k+1)
W
1/(2k+1) , (A.29)
where
D
(2k+1)
W = i( /C)
2k+1 + (B)2k+1 −
(
m0
a
)2k+1
,
(A.30)
with Cµ and B in (A.14). In this class of lattice Dirac operators, k = 0
corresponds to the overlap Dirac operator. When the parameter m0 is cho-
sen as 0 < m0 < 2r in these operators, the free propagators have a single
massless pole and no doublers. The locality properties have been confirmed
strictly in the case of the free operator [44]. In addition, it has been shown
that the formulation with these operators gives the correct chiral and Weyl
anomalies [43, 45] and thus the topological properties of these operators are
identical to those of the standard overlap Dirac operator.
A salient feature of Dirac operators corresponding to larger k is that the
chiral symmetry(in the sense of continuum) breaking term becomes more
irrelevant in the sense of Wilsonian renormalization group. For the opera-
tors (A.29), in the near continuum configurations, we see the behavior as
follows
D ≃ i /D + a2k+1(γ5i /D)2k+2, (A.31)
where /D = γµ(∂µ + igAµ). The first terms in this expression stands for the
leading term in chiral symmetric terms, and the second term stands for the
leading term in chiral symmetry breaking terms. This shows that one can
improve the chiral symmetry for larger k. As another manifestation of this
property, the spectrum of the operators with k ≥ 1 is closer to that of the
continuum operator in the sense that the small eigenvalues of D accumulate
along the imaginary axis (which is a result of taking a 2k + 1-th root) [83],
compared to the overlap Dirac operator for which the eigenvalues ofD draw a
perfect circle in the complex eigenvalue plane. However, the locality property
becomes worse for larger k. To understand the properties of these operators
better, a detailed numerical study of locality and chiral symmetry has to be
performed for larger k.
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We can thus formulate the lattice theory with Ginsparg-Wilson fermions
(either by the conventional one or its generalization) at the quantum level,
using the same fermion measure as discussed in Subsec.A.2.1. In this for-
mulation, we need no fine-tuning to keep the fermion massless, while we
have needed in the formulation with Wilson fermions. The formulation with
Ginsparg-Wilson fermions has enabled to calculate the physical quantities
that the chiral symmetry is important, for example, the CP -violation pa-
rameter in the Standard Model ǫ′/ǫ and has opened the possibility to con-
struct the chiral gauge theory on the lattice with exact gauge invariance. See
Chapter. 2.
Appendix B
Eigenvalue problem of H
In this Appendix we consider the following eigenvalue problem for the oper-
ator H satisfying the general Ginsparg-Wilson relation (2.4):
Hϕn(x) = λnϕn(x), (ϕn, ϕm) = δnm. (B.1)
We note
HΓ5ϕn(x) = −Γ5Hϕn(x) = −λnΓ5ϕn(x), (B.2)
and
(Γ5ϕn,Γ5ϕm) = [1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)]δnm. (B.3)
These relations show that eigenfunctions with λn 6= 0 (when λn = 0, ϕ0(x)
and Γ5ϕ0(x) are not necessarily linear-independent) and λnf(λ
2
n) 6= ±1 come
in pairs as λn and −λn.
We can thus classify eigenfunctions in eq. (B.1) as follows:
(i) λn = 0 (Hϕ0(x) = 0). For this
H
1± γ5
2
ϕ0(x) = H
1± Γ5
2
ϕ0(x) =
1∓ Γ5
2
Hϕ0(x) = 0, (B.4)
so we may impose the chirality on ϕ0(x) as
γ5ϕ
±
0 (x) = Γ5ϕ
±
0 (x) = ±ϕ±0 (x). (B.5)
We denote the number of ϕ+0 (x) (ϕ
−
0 (x)) as n+ (n−).
(ii) λn 6= 0 and λnf(λ2n) 6= ±1. As shown above,
Hϕn(x) = λnϕn(x), Hϕ˜n(x) = −λnϕ˜n(x), (B.6)
where
ϕ˜n(x) =
1√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)
Γ5ϕn(x). (B.7)
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We have
Γ5ϕn(x) =
√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)ϕ˜n(x), Γ5ϕ˜n(x) =
√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)ϕn(x),
(B.8)
and
γ5
(
ϕn
ϕ˜n
)
=
 λnf(λ2n)
√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n)√
1− λ2nf 2(λ2n) −λnf(λ2n)
(ϕn
ϕ˜n
)
. (B.9)
(iii) λnf(λ
2
n) = ±1, or
HΨ±(x) = ±ΛΨ±(x), Λf(Λ2) = 1. (B.10)
We see
Γ5Ψ±(x) = 0, (B.11)
and
γ5Ψ±(x) = ±Λf(Λ2)Ψ±(x) = ±Ψ±(x). (B.12)
We denote the number of Ψ+(x) (Ψ−(x)) as N+ (N−). As a application of
the above relations, we have
Tr γ5 = n+ − n− +N+ −N−. (B.13)
If we further note Tr γ5 = 0 on the lattice, we have the chirality sum rule [57,
58]
n+ − n− +N+ −N− = 0. (B.14)
Appendix C
Some computations
eqs. (2.58)
We now prove the left side of eqs. (2.58). The right-side one is shown by the
same procedure. To prove the left-side equation, we first define an operator
A(t)τ as follows
A(t)τ = Q
(t)†
τ P
(t)
τ Q
(t)
τ . (C.1)
Then we need to show A(t)τ = P
(t)
0 . For this purpose, we now note that for
τ = 0,
A
(t)
0 = P
(t)
0 , (C.2)
on account of Q
(t)
0 = 1. When we differentiate this operator with respect to
τ , we have
∂τA
(t)
τ = −Q(t)†τ ∂τP (t)τ P (t)τ Q(t)τ +Q(t)†τ ∂τP (t)τ Q(t)τ
−Q(t)†τ P (t)τ ∂τP (t)τ Q(t)τ
= 0, (C.3)
where we used the differential equation (2.57) and
P (t)τ ∂τP
(t)
τ P
(t)
τ = 0. (C.4)
From (C.2) and (C.3), we obtain A(t)τ = P
(t)
0 , i.e.
P (t)τ = Q
(t)
τ P
(t)
0 Q
(t)†
τ . (C.5)
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eq. (2.59)
We here compute the Wilson line (2.55) with a basis {v, v¯} along a closed
curve, for which U1 = U0, and show that it is equal to (2.59). Now the
measure term is given by
Lξ = i
∑
j
(vj , ∂τvj) + i
∑
k
(∂τv
†
k, v
†
k). (C.6)
We assume the basis {vj , v¯j} as vj |τ=1 = vj|τ=0 and v¯†k|τ=1 = v¯†k|τ=0 and write
the basis for U τ as follows
vj = Q
(t)
τ
∑
l
vl|τ=0(S−1)lj,
v¯†k = γ5Q
(2−t)
τ γ5
∑
m
v¯†m|τ=0(S¯−1)mk. (C.7)
where S is the unitary-representation matrix of Q(t)τ on the space of left-
handed fields and S¯ is the one of γ5Q
(2−t)
τ γ5 on the right-handed antifields
and S|τ=0 = 1 and S¯|τ=0 = 1. Substituting this basis for (C.6), we have
Lξ = −iTrS−1∂τS − iTr S¯∂τ (S¯−1)
= −i
(
∂τ ln det S + ∂τ ln det S¯
−1
)
, (C.8)
where we used (2.57). Then the Wilson line along all closed curves is given
by
W = detS|τ=1 det−1 S¯|τ=1
= det(1− P (t)−0 + P (t)−0Q(t)1 ) det−1(1− P (t)+0 + P (t)+0γ5Q(2−t)1 γ5)
= det(1− P (t)−0 + P (t)−0Q(t)1 ) det−1
{
γ5(1− P (t)+0 + P (t)+0γ5Q(2−t)1 γ5)γ5
}
= det(1− P (t)−0 + P (t)−0Q(t)1 ) det−1(1− P (2−t)+0 + P (2−t)+0 Q(2−t)1 ), (C.9)
where we have written the signs of the chirality explicitly and P
(2−t)
+0 =
P
(2−t)
+ |U=U0. From the third line to the fourth line in the above equation,
we have utilized eq. (2.20). Noting the following equation:
(1− P (2−t)+0 + P (2−t)+0 Q(2−t)1 )(1− P (2−t)−0 + P (2−t)−0 Q(2−t)1 ) = Q(2−t)1 ,
(C.10)
and detQ(t)τ = 1, we have
det−1(1− P (2−t)+0 + P (2−t)+0 Q(2−t)1 ) = det(1− P (2−t)−0 + P (2−t)−0 Q(2−t)1 ), (C.11)
and consequently obtain eq. (2.59).
Appendix D
Conventions
This Appendix summarizes the γ−matrices convention and the definitions
of C, P and CP transformations. We adopt the following convention of
γ-matrices:
{γµ, γν} = 2δµν , γ†µ = γµ, γ5 = −γ1γ2γ3γ4 = γ†5,
γT1 = −γ1, γT2 = γ2, γT3 = −γ3, γT4 = γ4, γT5 = γ5.
(D.1)
The charge conjugation is defined by
ψ(x)→ −C−1ψT (x), ψ(x)→ ψT (x)C,
U(x, µ)→ UC(x, µ) = U(x, µ)∗, (D.2)
where the charge conjugation matrix C = γ2γ4 satisfies
C†C = 1, CT = −C, CγµC−1 = −γTµ , Cγ5C−1 = γT5 . (D.3)
Under this transformation, the kernel of Dirac operator transforms as
D(UC)(x, y) = C−1D(U)(x, y)TC, (D.4)
where the transpose operation T acts not only on the matrices involved but
also on the arguments as (x, y)→ (y, x).
The parity transformation is defined by
ψ(x)→ γ4ψ(x¯), ψ(x)→ ψ(x¯)γ4,
U(x, µ)→ UP(x, µ) =
{
U(x¯− aˆi, i)−1, for µ = i,
U(x¯, 4), for µ = 4,
(D.5)
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where
x¯ = (−xi, x4), (D.6)
for x = (xi, x4) (i = 1, 2, 3). Under this,
D(UP)(x, y) = γ4D(U)(x¯, y¯)γ4. (D.7)
Finally, we define the CP transformation as
ψ(x)→ −W−1ψT (x¯), ψ(x)→ ψT (x¯)W
Uµ(x)→ UCPµ (x) =
{
Ui(x¯− aˆi)−1∗, for µ = i,
U4(x¯)
∗, for µ = 4,
(D.8)
where
W = γ2, W
†W = 1,
WγµW
−1 =
{
γTi , for µ = i,
−γT4 , for µ = 4,
Wγ5W
−1 = −γT5 , (D.9)
and thus CP acts on the plaquette variables Uµν(x) as (ϕij(x¯ − aˆi − ajˆ) =
Uj(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)∗Ui(x¯− aˆi)∗)
Uij(x)
→ UCPij (x) = ϕij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)−1Uij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ)∗ϕij(x¯− aˆi− ajˆ),
Ui4(x)→ UCPi4 (x) = Ui(x¯− aˆi)∗
−1
Ui4(x¯− aˆi)−1∗Ui(x¯− aˆi)∗. (D.10)
Under this transformation, we have
D(UCP)(x, y) =W−1D(U)(x¯, y¯)TW. (D.11)
The CP transformation properties of various operators, which are used in
this thesis, are given by
H(UCP ) = −W−1(γ5H(U)γ5)TW, H(UCP )2 = W−1H(U)2W
Γ5(U
CP ) = −W−1(γ5Γ5(U)γ5)TW, γ5Γ5(UCP ) = W−1(γ5Γ5(U))TW,
(D.12)
and
γ
(t)
5 (U
CP) = −W−1γ(2−t)5 (U)TW, γ(t)5 (UCP) = −W−1γ(2−t)5 (U)TW,
P
(t)
± (U
CP) = W−1P
(2−t)
∓ (U)
TW, P
(t)
± (U
CP) =W−1P
(2−t)
∓ (U)
TW,
(D.13)
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Throughout this thesis, the transpose operation and the complex conjugation
of an operator are defined with respect to the corresponding kernel in position
space. Strictly speaking, the coordinates x in these expressions are replaced,
for example, by x¯ = (−xi, x4) under CP. We can forgo writing this explicitly,
because our final expressions always involve an integration over x and
∑
x =∑
x¯.
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